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Marines only law
Haitian soldiers flee area
By ANDREW SELSKY
Associated Press Writer
CAP-HAITIEN, Haiti (AP) —
U.S. Marines are now the only
law in Haiti's second-biggest
city.
Few of Haiti's hated security
forces were on the streets of CapHaitien on Sunday, a day after a
Marine patrol killed 10 Haitian
gunmen in the first clash between
U.S. troops and Haitians.
An estimated 800 polic:, soldiers and "attaches," civilian
gunmen attached to the army,
were either hiding or fleeing,
having abandoned their police
headquarters and an army
barracks.
Hundreds of Haitians, embol-.
dened by the deaths of the 10
armed men in the firefight with
Marines, ransacked police stations, carrying off guns, identity
cards, even musical instruments.
The Marines, meanwhile,
backed off their initial report that
the Haitians fired first Saturday

night, touching off the deadly
gunbattle outside a police station.
"One of our patrols saw a gesture by an individual with an Uzi
machine gun. He took that individual out and a firefight began,"
said Col. Tom Jones, commanding officer of the Marine AirGround Task Force.
"The lieutenant shot him when
he made a gesture to raise his
Uzi," Jones continued. He said
he could not say who fired first
— Lt. Virg Palumbo, 24, of
Windber, Pa., or the Haitians.
The gunfight broke out after an
Echo Company platoon on its
evening patrol stopped across the
street from the police barracks in
a deliberate act of intimidation
known in Marine parlance as
"pulling their punk card."
"We're not here...Ewa fight,"
Palumbo said Saturday. "We just
want to show the military and
show the people we're here."
U.S. servicemen are in Haiti to

pave the way for the return of the
ousted elected president, JeanBertrand Aristide, and set the
scene for democratic government
in a country with no tradition of
democracy.
Francis Jose, a Haitian American Navy apprentice serving as an interpreter, suffered a
flesh wound in the leg during the
gunbattle Saturday night and was
evacuated to the USS Wasp for
treatment. A Haitian seriously
wounded in the firelight also was
taken to the American helicopter
assault ship.
In the early morning hours on
Sunday, police and soldiers abandoned their posts.
"They are scared," said Jones,
the American commander. "And
for good reason."
Word spread quickly to the
streets, and hundreds poured out
to loot the empty buildings.
At the main military barracks,
Haitians took everything they
•See Page 2

Quake
rattles
region
• PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
minor earthquake rattled windows today in portions of western
Kentucky and southern Illinois
along the New Madrid Fault system, according to witnesses and
SC ismologists.
There were no initial reports of
damage or injuries.
The U.S. Geological Survey in
Golden, Colo., said the quake
was magnitude 3.6, which is classified as a minor earthquake.
Geophysicist Russ Needham said
the epicenter was in Kentucky,
about 20 miles southwest of
Paducah.
Mike Lynch, a spokesman for
the Kentucky Division of Disaster and Emergency Services, said
a seismic laboratory at the University of Kentucky recorded a
tremor measuring between 3 and
4 on the Richter scale just before
g:30 a.m. CDT.
"It felt just like someone had
dropped something on the roof,"
said Terry Reeves, a member of
the WPSD-TV news department.
Counties affected were Ballard,
Graves, Carlisle, Livingston and
McCracken in Kentucky and
Massac County, Illinois.
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The annual City-Wide Yard Sale, sponsored by the Murray Tourism Commission, was a success even
under cloudy skies. Junior Pritchett was among the many vendors who appealed to bargain shoppers
Saturday.

Donations can be memorials
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Contributions to the Calloway County Family
Resource Center's Angel Fund can now be made in
the form of a memorial gift.
Director Donna Herndon said donating money in
memory of another is a special way to remember a
friend or family member.
"And it has such an appropriate tie-in with the
Angel Fund when someone does pass away," she
said.
The resource center draws from the Angel Fund
to meet emergency needs of families and children
when there are lib other resources available, Herndon said.
"When all other agencies have done all they can
do, the Angel Fund kicks in. That's our safety net,"
she said.
After some people asked Herndon if they could
make a special donation in the name of a deceased
person, the center's advisory council approved the
formation of the memorial program.
"We just want to make it possible for people who
are aware of our program to be able to make a special gift.
"It's such an appropriate way to memorialize a
person so their life can continue to make a difference," she said.
Herndon said a special letter is sent to the family
of the person in whose name the gift was made.
The Angel Fund was opened about two years ago
in conjunction with National Make A Difference
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Day.
"It was very frustrating to us to see these
emergency needs pulling a family under," she said.
The annual Make A Difference Day is scheduled
for Oct. 22. A number of health and proteetise
agencies will gather at East Calloway Elementary
to provide medical screenings and information as
well as a clothing exchange program.
Since the first Make A Difference Day. the
Angel Fund has helped a number of people in a
variety of ways.
II See Page 2

Foreign makers criticize tobacco

GINA HANCOCKiLedger & Times photo

U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow (D-lst District) spoke at the rededication of
Kentucky Dam Saturday. More than 250 TVA retirees who helped
build the dam were honored during the ceremony to commemorate
the structure's 50th anniversary.

RALEIGH, N.C.(AP) — Foreign cigarette makers that buy
nearly half of the U.S. tobacco
crop each year say they will shift
to cheaper leaf from other countries unless American growers cut
their prices and improve quality.
Representatives of the foreign
buyers met privately with U.S.
tobacco growers and producers
this month in Raleigh at the invitation of American industry leaders who are concerned about

remarks came from Seiichi Fuji',
recent declines in leaf exports.
One after another, the buyers senior vice president of Japan
attacked the stubbornly high price Tobacco Inc. JTI, Japan's tobacand declining quality of Ameri- co monopoly, bought more than a
quarter of the leaf exported from
can leaf.
U.S. tobacco currently costs the United States last year.
"We have been watching the
twice as much as comparable leaf
from other countries. Top-quality development of the U.S. leaf situU.S. tobacco costs about $1.80 a ation with concern for the past
pound, compared with about 90 several years," Fujii said. "We
cents per pound for top leaf from
have been using U.S. leaf for
Brazil and Zimbabwe.
Some of the most sobering • See Page 2

Garment companies lured to Western Kentucky
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
At least 22 apparel manufacturers
located in Kentucky during the
past five years, bringing lowpaying, fast-paced jobs to areas
of Kentucky plagued by high
unemployment.
The state views the garment
industry as a steady employer and
welcomes the business, said Fred
Troutman, spokesman for the
state Economic Development
Cabinet.
"From our perspective, overall
it's a stable industry with some

very solid operations," Troutman
said. "That's the wage rate the
industry is able to pay, and they
will go to a region where they
can compete."
The Kentucky Directory of
Manufacturers shows there are at
least 190 apparel plants in the
state.
Five western Kentucky counties have had an influx of sewing
plants during the past year that
added more than 600 jobs.
There are at least six apparel
companies in Ohio, Muhlenberg,

—

•

people.
DAME Manufacturing, a garment plant based in Greenville,
expanded to Central City last fall,
adding another 125 employees to
its Muhlenberg County payroll.
This summer, DAME landed a
Tech prof)
jeans contract with Levi Strauss,
which increased Central City
Flynn Enterprises made a home employment by 50 and employin Central City last fall when it ment at its Dundee plant in Ohio
hired 125 people to make jeans County by 25.
for Wal-Mart, then announced
Berco, a coveralls manufacturplans this summer to build a sec- er, opened this summer and plans
ond plant that will employ 300 to hire 100 employees in Breck-

"It demands really high speeds. You
have to be very fast. I imagine those
ladies go home tired in the evening."
Dow Scott
(Virginia
McLean and Breckinridge counties, and Hancock County is
recruiting another. Most of the
new jobs came from two companies in Muhlenberg and Breckinridge counties.
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inridgc County. Quest Apparel in
Calhoun opened in 1993 and
employs around 50 people to sew
lined work jackets.
The machine operators, perched on stools, are surrounded by
heaps of material. They grab a
piece of fabric, guide it through a
needle, toss it onto a pile of finished material, then grab another
piece.
"You can't play all day and
make it," said Brenda Durham,
1111 See Page 2
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Health policy board members face confirmation

s
•

Sp CHARLES WOLFE
Assaf:sated Prises Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
What drives up health care cosu?
The chairman of Kentucky's
new health care regulatory board
believes it is in part a reimbursement system that feeds on itself.
Higher costs mean greater
reimbursements, Donald Clapp
told an interim legislative committee last week.
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DEPARTMENT HEADS

could get their hands on, even
tubas and trombones. They played the instruments in the streets
as crowds gathered outside.
Some people fired guns into
the air, but many handed weapons over to some of the 1,900
U.S. Marines in Cap-Haitien. One
man displayed tarnished bullets
from an M-1 assault rifle clip,
which he handed to Marines in an
armored personel carrier.
"I give, rgive!" he cried.
Another civilian handed over a
skull with a bullet hole.
The U.S. press office in the
capital, Port-au-Prince, said Marines recovered about 150 M-1
assault rifles and numerous handguns, many handed over by Haitians. The statement did not say
whether all of the weapons came
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July 4, Thanksgiving Day,Christmas
Day and New Yeas Day.

from the abandoned military and
police buildings.
Army chief Lt. Gen. Raoul
Cedras, and Lt. Gen. Hugh Shelton, commander of the U.S. operation in Haiti, flew together to
Cap-Haitien for a brief inspection
tour.
Jones, the commanding officer
of the Marine Air-Ground Task

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
irwrriv

subject of legislative probing
today when Clapp and its four
other members appear before the
Senate for confirmation.
The General Assembly was to
convene in special session at 9
a.m. Gov. Brereton Jones called
the session for action on several
of his appointments. The Health
Policy Board is chief among
them.
Many questions hang over the
board. Not the least of them is
how the board will accomplish all
that has been laid upon it.

Clapp and ni, wIlcasucs arc
now in charge of nearly ever)
Aspect of health care in Kentack)
- its form, delivery and coverage. "Everyone said on the front
end. this is a huge undertaking
tor us," Clapp said.
That is hardly hyperbole.
Health care construction projects, major equipment purchases
and expansions of services must
have the board's approval. So
must the standard benefit plans
insurers will sell.
In less than a year, it must

(uses 306-7co,
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Force, said Cedras accused the
Marines of atrocities.
Just before midnight Sunday,
in its first public comment on the
gunbattle, the armed forces condemned it as a "brutal and odious act." At the same time, the
military's statement, read on state
television, urged the public to be
calm.
The statement was followed by
one from the Foreign Ministry
accusing U.S. Embassy spokesman Stanley Schrager of "incendiary" remarks. The Foreign
Ministry called Schrager, who
ridiculed a government ban Wednesday on demonstrations, a specialist in "manipulation and
disinformation."
Marines set up checkpoints
across Cap-Haitien, trying to
keep the chaotic scene from turning dangerous.
On Sunday, crowds caught at
least two attaches, tied their
hands behind their backs and
turned them over to Marines. The
first man, captured in the morning, was not harmed. But the second, discovered in his home late
in the day, was severely beaten.
People in the crowd told reporters they did not want to kill the

FROM PAGE 1
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For instance, Herndon said
money was used recently to pay
for emergency medical treatment
for a young girl who was a victim
of sexual abuse.
She said the child qualified for
a medical card, but it takes several weeks for the paperwork to be
processed and the girl needed
immediate treatment.
Herndon said there is no minimum donation.

"We've had contributions as
small as 6 cents that came from a
child and a family that we've
helped to single donations of
S1,000," she said. "Anything that
anyone wants to give helps."
In addition to memorial gifts,
Herndon said others have asked
to donate money in honor of
another person.
A woman told Herndon she
wanted to make a donation in
honor of her sons because they
are important to her and she is

AT
Murray Baptist Mission
201 S. 6th St.
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FROM PAGE 1
who oversees operations at Beaver Dam Sportswear.
"You have to work. Anytime
you deal with the garment industry, it's a low-pay scale. At least
it gives people jobs."
The industry's growth in the
region reflects a statewide trend.
Plant managers and owners in
the area agree high unemployment creates an available work
force for them. Until recent
months, double-digit unemployment, rates weren't uncommon in
counties like Muhlenberg and
McLean.
"I located here because I knew
they had very little industry in
McLean County and I knew there
were several people in the county

who worked for sewing plants in
other counties and would like to
stay in their own county," said
Joe Cook, who owns Quest
Apparel.
A sewing factory is often the
only job choice for a low-skilled
worker, said Dow Scott, an associate professor of management at
Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
"The question is, are they
willing to work for S5 or $6 an
hour with incentives or are they
not willing to have a job?" he
said. "It demands really high
speeds. You have to be very fast.
I imagine those ladies go home
tired in the evening."
Garment factories don't take
advantage of unskilled workers
with the low wages, because the

Legal
Defense Fund

Murray Home 8 Auto
bStflut St.

purLhatan4

man. But they couldn't resist be suspended before his constitusmashing him in the face with a tional powers are fully restored.
By nightfall Sunday in Port-auhelmet, their fists and a bucket
before giving him, bleeding from Prince, about 10,000 people
the forehead and mouth, to a turned out near the airport for a
huge outpouring of support for
Marine unit stationed on a dusty
.Aristide, democracy and the U.S.
street corner.
Pierre Peter, a political activist, troops.
Many came to get a look at the
said the crowds spared the two
men to set an example and to American military hardware
avoid tarnishing the name of marshaled there. Others followed
Lavalas, the political movement a fake coffin for Cedras in celebration of Aristide's impending
that supports Aristide.
Aristide has called on his sup- return.
porters among Haiti's poor not to
In the coastal city of Gonaives,
seek revenge in anticipation of
of Port-au-Prince, a pronorth
his return to power, expected by
gunman entered the army
army
Oct. 15.
barracks where 105 American
Pro-Aristide groups announced
billeted,
that political demonstrations military patrols were
briefly
air
and
shots
into
fired
the
would be held Thursday and FriHaiflag,
U.S.
the
down
brought
day to commemorate the third
Sunday.
said
sources
military
tian
anniversary of Aristide's ouster
by Cedras and other military figThe man was arrested and a
ures. Aristide was in office for
of 1,000 people later
crowd
just seven months before he was
gathered outside the barracks to
overthrown.
thank the Americans for coming
From his home in exile in
the city, the sources said.
‘,..
,
..t!)
Washington on Sunday, he urged
A U.S. Coast Guard cutter,
the United Nations to ease sancmeanwhile, carried 221 Haitian
tions against Haiti that failed to
refugees back home from the
force the military to yield power.
But he stopped short of asking
U.S. naval base in Guantanmo
that the crippling trade embargo
Bay, Cuba, on Sunday.
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A mounting interest is being shown
by several citizens of Murray and
Calloway County to conti-ibute money
for the legal defense of Larry Elkins.
We feel he was wrongfully demoted as
Police Chief by Murray Mayor Bill
Cherry.
Persons interested in making a(non
tax deductible) contribution can do so
by mailing a check or money order to
the Fraternal Order of Police at P.O.
Box 992, Murray, Kentucky.(Checks
should be earmarked Larry Elkins
Defense Fund).
(Paid Advertisement)

Office in the Callous)
County Courthouse have
changed busIfitii boars, which
became effective today. All
offices will open at 8 a.m. and
close at 4:30 p.m.

alliarkc tot tens of thousands of
government employees and leachers as well as private individuals
and employers who want to buy
in.
It is to oversee Medicaid, compile and maintain a prodigious
amount of health care data and
make doctors, hospitals and other
providers disclose their fees to
the public.
Board member Michael J.
Hammons said one of its most
urgent tasks is to gain credibility.

•Marines...
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Clapp. a former vice chancellor
of the University of Kasitscky's
medical celiac said a 'iodic**
Omsk of health care speadiag is
siphoned off for marketing, administration and other overhead
costs.
Some of that money should be
redirected to patient care. Clapp
told the interim joint Health and
Welfare Committee.
Clapp may have signaled a
tack to be taken by the new Kentucky Health Policy Board.
The board's direction may be a

Courthouse
changes hours

Four men arrested
on Kentucky Lake
Four Tennessee residents were
arrested last week and charged
with taking mussels by illegal
means and harvesting mussels
without a license.
Burt Hurlbun and Larry King,
both of Cambden, Jerry Hill of
Big Sandy and Michael Tenpenney of Buchanan were diving for
mussels and had mussels in their
possession in tow boats when
they were stopped near an island
south of Blood River about 11
p.m. Sept. 20, according to
reports from the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Rtsources.
The Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Agency, Kentucky
State Police and Calloway County Sheriff's Department assisted
in the cooperative effort to enforce mussel regulations.
The men were transported to
the Calloway County Jail.
Authorities said mussel
harvesting violations have
increased in recent weeks
because of lower water levels and
continued mild weather in conjunction with an increase in the
price of mussel shells.

II Tobacco...
FROM PAGE 1

many years and we have a naturally strong affection for it. But if
the current tendency continues
without any significant changes,
we are afraid that we will be driven to shift our requirement from
thankful they are healthy.
the United States to other coun"It's a good gift idea. For the tries, as most other foreign buyers have already done."
person who has everything, helpThe primary culprits, according
ing a child in need has a lot more
significance than anything we to the foreign cigarette makers,
could ever shop for," Herndon are the costly price support and
marketing programs that govern
said.
most aspects of tobacco producFor more information or to tion in the United States.
The cigarette makers suggested
make a donation, call the center
that
most of the programs either
at 753-3070 or write to the Famieliminated
or severely curtailbe
ly Resource Center at Rt. 6, Box
ed to make the price of U.S. leaf
57AA, Murray, Ky., 42071.
more competitive in world
markets.
Copies of the foreign cigarette
makers' remarks were obtained
this Week by The News &
industry pays what it can aff-c;c17) Observer of Raleigh.
Scott said.
U.S. leaf has always com"We like our clothes, but we
manded a higher price than
don't like to pay for them," he
tobacco from other countries
said.
because it traditionally has been
considered the world's benErnie Isom, vice president of
chmark for flavor and
DAME Manufacturing in Greenconsistency.
ville, agreed sewing plants pay
But the cigarette makers said
in
can
employees the best they
American producers have allowed
such a competitive industry.
their standards to slip in recent
years while the quality of the leaf
Isom said he's felt pressure
from other countries has
from other businesses taking
improved substantially.
advantage of the North American
The head of leaf purchasing for
Free Trade Agreement. CompaEngland's largest cigarette maker
nies can move to Mexico or other
said resentment has built among
countries where people will work
international purchasers.
for 70 cents an hour as compared
"Unless action is taken soon to
to the average $7 an hour he
reduce the inefficiencies in the
pays.
U.S. growing and marketing
programs, I believe you will see a
substantial reduction in exports
over the next two to three years,"
said I.R. Snowden of B.A.T.
Industries.
The value of total U.S. tobacco
Pick 3
exports fell 21 percent last year
5-6-5
to $1.3 billion. Exports of flueThe Pick
cured tobacco, the variety grown
5-3-0-2
on most North Carolina farms,
Lotto
fell more than 23 percent last
10-11-12-23-25-48
year, to about $753 million.
North Carolina produces about 66
percent of the country's fluecured tobacco.
Sponsored by:

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Shell

Take Your Time... Whether It's
Tomorrow, Next Week, Next Month
or Next Year
We'll Still be Here!
(BESIDES,PATIENCE IS BUT ONE
OF OUR MANY VIRTUES!)

Glendale at Whltnell

753-41 75
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Support loans for
corn are available

Tested
Lake

Price support loans and loan
deficiency payments are available
on 1994 corn from the Calloway
County ASCS Office.
Producers who participated in the
1994 corn program and have suitable storage on their farms,or use an
v, approved warehouse, are eligible to
obtain a price support loan on their
1994 corn crop. The loan rate for
Calloway County is $2.06 per
bushel. This rate reflects relative
The Calloway County FFA Meats Judging Team placed second in the State
county market prices.
Meats Judging Contest at the Kentucky State Fair In August. Team members
Under the price support loan
had to identify 25 retail cuts of beef, pork and iamb, place one class of four
program,
the Commodity Credit
rounds
beef
class
of
four
carcasses,
one
carcasses, one class of four pork
Corporation
makes loans to eligible
and yield grade and quality grade five beef carcasses. Members of the team
farmers,
using
the eligible commodpictured from left are Daemon Osbron, Andrew Falwell, Grant Pittman and
ties as collateral for loans.
Troy Geurin.
Although the program does not
guarantee participating farmers a
profit, the loan provides immediate
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Falwell receives
FFA recognition

Andrew Falwell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Grundy Falwell of Rt. 4
Murray, has been selected by the
Calloway County Chapter of FFA
as Member of the Month for
August.
Falwell was selected because
he placed second in the state FFA
quiz contest and is a member of
the chapter's meat judging team
that placed second in state
competition.
A junior at Calloway County
High School, he is currently serving as secretary of the local
chapter.
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Now that its officially autumn
and the beginning of a new season, I
am making my usual list of seasonal
resolutions.
It starts with, "I will get all the
bulbs! buy planted before the end of
November." Of course, the list
doesn't end there, it continues on
with promises to weed and mulch
the entire garden, divide perennials
that can be divided, transplant trees
and shrubs that can and need to be
transplanted, mow up all the leaves
and use them to mulch the vegetable
garden, so that never again will I
have 15-foot high ragweed instead
of vegetables, plant everything that
is given to me by fellow gardeners
within a day of receiving
And this is just the annually
recurring or,(forgive me)perennial
part of the list. It doesn't include
anything I might just want to ac-

ays cornrice than
countries
has been
Id's ben/or and

Ted Darnell and Keith Letterman, both of Murray, will represent
the locaisEouthern States Cooperative memlers in the District K
election as delegates to the organization's district election meeting to
be held Sept. 28 at the Days Inn in
Madisonville.
Gary Jones, Manager of SSC.
Inc. Calloway Service in Murray,
will also attend the meeting.
The delegates will elect a member of the cooperative to serve on its
-board of directors for the next three
years. The member elected will be
r

ANDREW FALWELL

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Lalicker
complish this particular tall.
Anyone with any sense can see
that my list is alreay unweildy and
doesn't leave much room for sleeping, eating, sharing time with the
people I love, holding down a job,
cleaning house or doing laundry.
Reality will win out, at once intensely creative, and at the same
time, extremely practical.
Gardeners can dream of a spring
with exquisite and sumptuous flowers, but if the bulbs stay in paper

bags in a closet all winter,all that the
gardener will find come March will
be withered brown husks.
When it comes to gardening,
down-to-earth is notjust a silly pun.
The satisfactions are as real as the
disappointments. The taste of a ripe
tomato,the sweet scent of a red rose,
the vision of moonflower glowing
in the twilight, the feel of fertile
earth in your hands -- these are all
rewards that can be touched,
smelled, tasted or seen.
What was once just in the gardener's imagination becomes physical
reality, and the gardener has been a
part of that transformation. All it
takes to participate in the process is
the simple act of planting a seed-something that wouldn't be a bad
idea to remember as I continue to
make my seemingly endless list of
gardening tasks for the fall.

Foreign owners must file report
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To avoid Federal 'penalties and
monetary fines, foreign owners of
U.S. agricultural land are required,
by law, to report their holdings,
acquisitions, dispositions, leases of
10 years or more, and land-use
changes within 90 days to the local
ASCS office.
The Foreign Disclosure Report
must be filed if all or part of the
agricultural land is sold, or if the
title is transferred to another person.
Failure to report could result in a
civil penalty of up to 25 percent of
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Lash for farmers and alloy, s them
sufficient time to make important
marketing decisions. Farmers can
store the grain under loan for up to
nine months.
Also available to participating
farmers is the loan deficiency payment. Loan deficiency payments
(LDP) are made when the daily
posted county price falls below the
county loan rate of S2.06.
Producers wanting to apply for an
LDP must sign a CCC-709, Direct
Loan Deficiency Payment Agreement, any time before ownership of
the grain has been transferred to
another party.
Farmers can monitor the posted
county price by calling the ASCS
office before hauling their crops to
market.

PUMPKIN PATCH
Mums. Pumpkins. Guids.
Indian Corn. Corn Shocks. Squash.
Straw. & Painted Pumpkins
3 miles from town

off Airport Rd.
(Hwy. 783)
- FOLLOW SiGNS OW%E
3"••2 'tante' G•^g,e,

•Halloween Straw Maze
•U-Pick Patch rif desired.)
•NEW THIS YEAR:
1.200 sq. ft. under roof area
with educational displays!

the fair market value of the interests
held in the agricultural land.
For reporting purposes, agricultural land is any tract of more than
10 acres in the aggregate now in
farming, ranching, forestry, or timber production. Land used for forestry production is land exceeding 10
acres in which 10 percent is stocked
by trees of any size, including land
that formerly had such tree cover
and will be naturally or artificially
regenerated. This includes land in
agricultural use when purchased, as
well as land later converted to

agricultural use.
The ASCS official said foreigners who own or have an interest in
10 acres or less do not need to report
unless annual proceeds from the
sale of agricultural products grown
on these acres exceed $1,000.
ASCS is responsible for monitoring how much agricultural land is
owned or controlled by foreign
individuals or interests. Foreign
investors have reported owning
14.6 million acres of agricultural
land in the United States and 96,501
acres in Kentucky.

presented at the Cooperative's 71st
Annual Stockholders' Meeting Nov.
15. The group will also elect a
nominating committee for the 1997
election meeting.
The program for the Madisonville meeting will include a presentation by Carroll H Gilbert, director
of member and institutional rela- ,
tions.
Registration for the meeting begins at 9:30 a.m.
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LOOSE BRUCE HOMO CABOOSE
CABOOSE SPECIAL
Buy 2 Chili Dogs &
Receive A Free Soda
•
North 12th • Boone's Laundry
Tues -Fri. serving 10a-2 i30p
•
Downtown Murray
Mondays Only 10a-2:30p
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Horse Feed
12 %
50 lb

Chickerl Feed
Layer 15
50 lb

$550Y:41‘

SHOEMAKER SEED
Old Concord Road-Murray.753-38O8

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
753-0489

600 Main St.

„
What's the most frequent
sounds you'll hear from a
newspaper reader?
(Hint: It's not the flick of a button)
. ,.
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p, Rip
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sSnip
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Snip,Clip, Rip — pleasant sounds when you're a newspaper advertiser. Because
your message gets action. Results. Used.
Before you send your advertising dollars packing, invest your money wisely, invest
in newspaper advertising. 1.9 million Kentucky shoppers can't be wrong. and you
won't either by putting your message right in the hands of your customers.
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A
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Buying - Contracting - Storing
Competitive Prices
Friendly Service

SHOEMAKER SEED

Newspaper advertising -it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.

1

To Advertise in Murray and Calloway County's
#1 News Source Call 753-1916 Today.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray

Old Concord Road, Murray 753-3808
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Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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ANALYSIS

Haiti: not an easy
country to occupy
By MORT ROSENBLUM
AP Special Correspondent
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — Car rental contracts here add
about damage from "dechoukaj," Haiti's word for its own
clause
a
brand of big-time mayhem. This is not an easy country to occupy.
Beneath the visible surface, currents swirl against each other in
an undertow strong enough to turn a tropical paradise of hardworking people into a desperate, destitute wreck of a nation.
Implications are obvious for U.S. commanders trying to move
Haiti at gunpoint: The most limited goals are hard to achieve. One
wrong move can turn a joyous welcome bitter overnight. And U.S.
troops could get mired in a dangerous long-term mission they are
not now counting on.
President Clinton has promised not only to restore an elected
president but also help him put Haiti back together again. That second part may prove as difficult as reassembling Humpty Dumpty.
"Our view is that Haiti today is better off than it was yesterday,
and yesterday was better off than it was a day before," embassy
spokesman Stanley Schrager said at the first week's end.
But no sooner had U.S. troops run up a flag over the military
base at Port-au-Prince airport than political leaders hauled out the
hated word — "occupation" — and warned of potential
consequences.
Leslie Manigat, a former president who was close to the military
but also held popular respect as a political economist, condemned a
"national humiliation" in a manifesto.
We must work to get them to go home," he wrote in the name
of his small conservative party. To make his point, he recalled the
blood gloriously shed during Haiti's independence struggle against
France nearly two centuries ago.
Manigat was talking "dcchoukaj." The term literally means to
tear out crops by the roots. When Haitians oppose a regime, or an
unwelcome presence, that is how they try to do it.
Long-time foreign residents, who know better than to be named
when discussing politics, warn that it is not enough for the Americans' motives to be noble and well-explained.
"In Haiti, reality is invisible, and invisibility is real," one
American scholar put it. Things here, he said, are as people choose
to see them. He offered an unsettling example.
Before U.S. forces landed, he said, loudspeakers in helicopters
urged people to stay calm and do nothing. But his watchman
swears he heard them incite mobs to arrest all "macoutes," quasiofficial thugs.
Most of Haiti's 7 million people are jobless, poor if not penniless, and their quest for food leaves little time for politics. They
elected President Jean-Bertrand Aristide to change things.
An emerging middle class was squeezed to near-disappearance
by a three-year trade embargo against the generals whom the
Americans have cometo evict. They want stability, but not necessarily under Aristide.
A thin layer at the top commands immense wealth, from monopolies granted during 1957-86 Duvalier father-then-son dictatorship, or profiteering on the embargo, or legitimate enterprises. The
rich, by and large, see Aristide as the devil.
And all of them are Haitian: proud descendants of slaves who ran
off Napoleon or European immigrants who learned to live in a culture where little is as it seems.
Devout belief in voodoo cuts across classes. It is a religion, a
sense of natural order and an explanation for things that go bump
in the night. For many Haitians, it is supplemental to Roman
Catholism.
All of this means perilous sailing for U.S. commanders who must
navigate among political and economic power blocs without inadvertently irking Ogoun Feraille, the warrior god.
Some declared aims seem simple: reopen Parliament and arrange
safe passage home for elected officials; protect Port-au-Prince
Mayor Evans Paul, still in hiding since the Sept. 1991 Aristide
coup; straighten out essential public utilities that provide water and
electricity.
When the U.N. Security Council lifts the embargo on Haiti,
many problems are expected to solve themselves.
The problem is: then what?
U.S. authorities have yet to fix a timetable for withdrawal, a step
which Haitians regard as crucial. The last time, U.S. Marines stayed 19 years —1915-1934 — before bailing out.
The longer troops stay, the more they are likely to attract blame
for problems which are now endemic. Few economists expect mea-''
surable change in the short term, even in the best of circumstances.
Haiti barely functions as a country. Job creation requires outside
confidence based on stability, investment, and an infrastructure
rebuilt from the ground up.
Army Col. Barry Willey, spokesman for the Joint Task Force,
told reporters, "The bottom line still is that the individual service
person out on' the street is going to use his or her best judgment to
determine what to do in a particular situation."

..•

A senior Haitian journalist, yet another observer who insists on
the safety of speaking anonymously, echoes what is common wisdom among people who watched the early stage of U.S.
intervention.
"They should do the job quickly and cleanly and then go
home," he said. "Today, it is deliverance, and people are joyful in
the streets. Tomorrow, they may be out in those same streets,
fighting."
EDITOR'S NOTE: AP Special Correspondent Mort Rosenblum, based in Paris, first reported from Haiti in 1983 and covered the end of the Duvalier dictatorship.

Unstick the mixed messages
When stuck in traffic, reading
car graffitti (aka: bumper stickers) is one way to pass the time.
And it keeps your mind off all
the carbon monoxide and other
environmental demons you are
breathing.
So the other day I'm waiting in
a long line of traffic near Kentucky Oaks Mall in Paducah and
this truck in front of me is covered in bumper stickers.
On one side there was a cute
little sticker advertising a brand
of whiskey. On the other end,
there was a big sticker promoting
D.A.R.E.
What is wrong with that
picture?
Maybe one of the stickers was
there before the guy bought the
vehicle. Maybe he just wasn't
thinking about what he was
doing.
Who knows?
But it makes little sense to
advertise alcohol and a program
designed to deter children from
consuming the liquid or other
drugs.
I've also seen a sticker that
says, "My kid can beat up your
honor student."

CIMOKED 1.1NES

Stacey Crook
Ledger & Mites Staff Writer
Gee, now that is something of
which a parent can be proud. I
can see it now — Ma and Pa are
satin' on the front porch proudly
watchin' lil Jimmy beat up all the
"smart kids."
The bumper sticket is a play
off the ones that many schools
give to parents which say that
their child is a honor student at a
particular school.
Even if it were meant to be a
joke — it's not funny. In fact, I
find the idea to be quite offensive. Especially considering that
we are preaching to our youth to
avoid violence in an everincreasing violent society.
Messages like that simply have
no purpose today.
Who really cares if a kid can
beat up other kids? Is that going
to help that kid go to college or

vocational school?
1 only wish that I could put "I
can beat up other people" on my
resume. I bet that qualification
would give me a leg up on the
professional competition.
I guess I should have taken a
karate class or something like
that in college so that I would be
able to soundly defeat an unwitting opponent.
No wonder kids are so messed
up these days. They are getting
mixed signals from everyone —
including the media.
Programs tell them not to
drink, but beer and wine advertisements say its okay to drink as
long as you do it responsibly.
They forgot to define
responsible.
Then the courts, educators,
social workers and other experts

•••

Of course the idea of double
talk is centuries old, and there are
a million and one examples of
other messages that I'm sure have
sent kids' minds into a tailspin.
Consider how all these teen
magazines depict petite young
ladies with perfect hair and perfect skin.
But then there are advertisements all over the place for tanning products, which will turn a
creamy complexion into leather,
and candy bars and soft drinks
that would give even the Mona
Lisa a zit and a double chin.
Go figure.

Some say this election is not special
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The 1994 elections are not the
seminal events Kentucky Republicans might have you believe,
says state Democratic Party
executive director Jim Arnett.
"It's just another two-year run
for state legislative races,"
Arnett said.
The GOP in Kentucky is of the
opinion that the trickle of conservatism and Republicanism that
has been evident in presidential
elections for a long time has
turned into a wave and will wash
over the congressional races and
carry its candidates into the General Assembly as well.
State GOP Chairman Terry
Carmack said this year is a
unique opportunity for Republicans because of voter disgust and
dissatisfaction with Washington,
President Clinton and corruption
in Frankfort.
"The fact is the House and the
Senate races will be determined
by local politics," Arnett
countered.
Arnett acknowledged that congressional races this year are
more competitive and, as a result,
more significant than at any time
in recent years.
Three incumbents appear secure: veteran Republicans Jim
Bunning in the 4th District and
Hal Rogers in the 5th District and
freshman Democrat Scotty Bacsler in the 6th. But for the first
time in decades, there arc hot
races in the other three districts.
Freshman Derdbcrat Tom Barlow has opposition from former
Democrat Ed Whitfield in the 1st
District; surprise U.S. Rep. Ron
Lewis is running for a full term

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
against rising Democrat David
Adkisson, the mayor of Owensboro; and former state legislators
Susan Stokes, the Republican,
and Democrat Mike Ward are
running to replace retiring Rep.
Ron Mazzoli in Louisville's 3rd
District.
Arnett is predicting a sweep of
those three seriously contested
races.
"It's very important for Kentucky that we step forward and
reclaim what we feel is rightfully
ours," Arnett said.
Democrats held a 71-29 advantage in the state House at the end
of the 1994 General Assembly
session and a 24-14 margin in the
state Senate. The House figures
are around what they have been
for many years, though somewhat
favoring the Democrats. Republi-

cans have pulled closer in the
Senate than they have for a long
time.
Arnett said there are some tight
races in state House races, but
predicted gains in the state
Senate.
"We are not concerned at all
of losing any ground in the
House or the Senate," Arnett
said.
"As far as the trickle-down
goes, I can't sec where the Republicans are going to make any
inroads on us," Arnett continued.
Several incumbent Republicans
senators are in the sights for
Democrats. Republican Tim Philpot of Lexington 'never featly had
to face an opponent to win a special election for the vacant 12th
District seat. But now he has to
run against former Fayette Urban

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to Condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071. -
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are saying America is too violent
and something has to be done to
curb the desire to kick another
person's buttocks.
But some parents proudly
announce to the world that little
Jimmy can kick plenty of buttocks. And of course, Jimmy is
surely the coolest in his crowd of
buttocks kickers — not only
because he is the best buttocks
kicker, but because his parents
have told the world.
All this double talk has confused even me.

County Council member Don
Todd.
Arch conservative Gex Williams of Verona is opposed by
Independence businessman Rodney Cain in the 24th District
made up of the suburban and rural parts of parts of Boone, Campbell, Gallatin and Kenton
counties.
Dan Kelly of Springfield is
seeking a second term against
Bardstown businessman and former state Parks Department Commissioner Rapier Smith in the
sprawling 14th District of Bullitt,
Marion, Nelson, Taylor and
Washington counties.
Other Republican senators who
might be on the bubble are Tom
Buford of Nicholasville, the GOP
caucus chairman, and Charles
Borders of Russell, the Republican Senate whip.
While there may be some institutional unhappiness with the
legislature, Arnett said most voters are pleased with the jobs
being done by their individual
representatives and senators. He
noted that only one incumbent
actually lost a contested primary
in May of either party.
Arnett agreed with Carmack on
one particular issue that concerns
both of them.
Carmack said political parties
are losing their identities and
meanings among voters. Arnett
said people simply aren't voting.
"I think that is the real concern for political parties in this
state," Arnett said.
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.
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Special activities planned
Two special workshops are being conducted by Calloway County
Schools' Family Resource Center. These are being held at Glendale
Road Church of Christ. "Discoveries" is the class on Tuesday from
noon to 1 p.m. This class is for expectant parents and new parents of
newborns to the age of 24 months. New baby quilts will be given to
parents who attend six sessions out of the eight offered. "Total —
Teaching Our Toddlers About Learning" is the class being held each
Friday from noon to 1 p.m. This class includes hands-on activites for
parents and their 2, 3 and 4 year olds. Beth Durbin, program specialist
at the center, will be activities' leader. There is no charge and refreshments will be provided. Classes started Sept. 6 and will continue each
Tuesday and Friday through Oct. 21. Each class is independent and
persons can attend any session. To make arrangements for attendance
call the center at 753-3070.
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Edward B. and Marilyn C. Plummer of Hermitage, Tenn., announce
the approaching marriage of their daughter, Sandra Darlene Plummer,
to Gary Dwaine Emerson of Nashville, Tenn., son of James R. and
Sue Emerson of Murray.
The vows will be said on Saturday, Oct. 1, at 6 p.m. at Forest Hills
Baptist Church, Nashville, Tenn. The Rev. Jerry Winfield will
officiate.
Miss Plummer is the granddaughter of Thomas and Louise Curl in of
Fairview, Tenn., and Sadie M. Plummer and the late J.P. Plummer of
Nashville.
Mr. Emerson is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. W.B. Emerson of Murray and the late Mr. and Mrs. B.E. Walton of Paris, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Dupont High School and is now a
field accountant with J.M.B. Properties Company, Nashville.
The groom-elect graduated from Calloway County High School and
Murray State University. lie is employed as an engineer with Ragan
Smith and Assocites, Nashville.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Sept. 27, ,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "Finding the Perfect Mate'
for 25 Cents or Less!" will be the program to be presented by SOS
Speaker Pamela Dawes. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational,
support and social group for single adults, whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne,
753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

Golf tournament scheduled
Alpha Kappa Psi at Murray State University will sponsor a 4-person
scramble golf tournament on Saturday, Oct. 1, at Miller Memorial
Golf Course. You can make your own team or sign up as an individual
and the group will put you on a team. The cost is $30 per person
which includes cart, food and fun. If interested in playing, contact
Julia Elliott at 759-1634 before Thursday, Sept. 29 to request your tee
time. Tee times will be from 7:16 to 8:20 a.m. and 8:52 to 10:36 a.m.

VFW meetings on Tuesday
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6291 and Auxiliary will meet Tuesday, Sept. 27, at 7 p.m. at National Guard Armory. All members and
eligible persons are invited to attend.

Soccer Association will meet
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will meetWednesday,
Sept. 28, at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Board of Education
building.

CCMS plans conferences
Calloway County Middle School will have Parent-Teacher conferences on Thursday, Sept. 29, from 6 to 8 p.m. Letters concerning the
conference are being sent home and all parents should receive information pertaining to the educational success of their child for the first
five weeks of instruction.

Hardin TOPS Chapter will meet
Hardin TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #495 will meet
Tuesday, Sept. 27, at 5:30 p.m. at Hardin Public Library. For more
information call 437-4607 or 1-800-932-8677.

Diabetes Support Group to meet
The Paducah Area Diabetes Support Group of the American Diabetes Association Kentucky Affiliate meeting will be Tuesday, Sept.
27, at 7 p.m. at Oval. Room, Ground floor, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Ronald Slatick CPM,'podiatrist,;lin discuss "Diabetes and Foot
Care."

Grace Baptists plan revival
Grace Baptist Church, 617 South Ninth St., Murray, will have revival services through Wednesday, Sept. 28. Dr. LaVerne Butler, president of Mid-Continent College, Mayfield, will be the speaker for services at 7 p.m., Monday through Wednesday. Kevin Rudicil will
direct the music. The pastor, the Rev. Joe W. Eaton, and the congregation invite the public to attend.

Aurora reunion will be Oct. 1
The Aurora School Reunion will be Saturday, Oct. 1, from 2 to 4
p.m. at Ponderosa Restaurant at Draffenville. All persons who ever
attended Aurora School located in Marshall County near the present
Kenlake State Resort Park are urged to attend.

Oktoberfest will be Oct. 1
Oktoberfest, sponsored by St. Leo's Catholic Church, Murray, will
be Saturday, Oct. 1. Food including bratwurst, German potato salad,
sour krat, cold slaw, potato chips, baked beans, hot dogs and desserts
will be served from noon to 7 p.m. Other attractions will include
games for adults children from 1 to 5 p.m., a cake-walk between 2 and
4 p.m., raffles beginning at 3 p.m. and auction at 7:30 p.m. Admission
will be free to the event to be held rain or shine.

Troop plans pancake breakfast
Murray Boy Scout Troop 112 will sponsor a pancake breakfast fundraiser on Saturday, Oct. 1. The Scouts will be selling tickets door to
ldoor and tickets may also be purchased at CopyPlus. Tickets are $2
for an individual and $8 per family. For more information contact
Cindy Ball at 753-7117.

Bridal- Registry
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MATT WEATHERLY, left, a 1994 graduate of Murray High School, is pictured moving into the dormitory at Birmingham-Southern College, Birmingham, Ala., for the fall semester. Pictured with him are his parents,
Pat and James Weatherly of Murray. Weatherly is a member of the
Pledge Class of Sigma Nu fraternity at BSC.

Ladies• 'events planne
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday, Sept. 28, at 9:30 a.m.
Those unable to play or those
who wish to be paired at the tee,
please call either Marion Poole,
436-5598, or Patti Claypool,
753-8581, or the Pro Shop at
753-9430 by 9 a.m. Wednesday
morning.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Frances Richey, Barbara
Gray and Rebecca Landolt;
Tee 3 - LaVerne Ryan, Shirley Jenstrom and Ann Brown;
Tee 4 - Peggy Shoemaker, Billie
Cohoon, Freda Steely and Norma
Frank:
Tee 5 - Betty Scott, Edith Garrison,
Sue OUtland and Rowena Cullom;
Tee 6 - Inus Orr, Anna Mary Adams,
Mary O'Day and Margaret Shuffett,
Tee 8 - Frances Hulse, Betty Lowry,
Betty Stewart and Mary Bogard

Winners of play on Wednesday, Sept. 21, have been released

by Edith Garrison, hostess, as
follows:
Championship flight - Mary
Bogard, first, Frances Hulse,
second;
First flight - Mary O'Day, first,
Freda Steely, second;
Second flight - Anna Mary
Adams, first, Billie Cohoon,
second;
Third flight - Rowena Cullom,
first, Rebecca Landolt, second;
Fourth flight - Barbara Gray,
first, Beth Belote, second;
Low putts - Margaret Shuffett.
Ladies Night Out at the Murray
Country Club— 'ill be Tuesday.
Sept. 27. A social hour will start
at 6 p.m. and a Mexican dinner
will be served at 7 p.m. Reservations should be made by calling
the club house at 753-6113 or at
the Pro Shop at 753-9430.
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We are pleased to announce that Reshana :11C1
Damell, bride-elect of Kit
Barry Knight, has selected yl
her stoneware, flatware <4
and decorative accessories from our bridal registry. 1
Reshana and Barry will *
be married Nov. 23, 1994. i-4
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A ,class introducing computer
applications will be offered at
Calloway County High School
for adults, starting Monday, Oct.
3.
The class will meet from 5:30
to approximately 8:30 p.m. in the
Business and Office Department
Computer Lab in Room 404 at
Calloway County High School.
The class will meet Oct. 3, 10, 17
and 21.
The class will introduce basic
spreadsheet, date base and word

Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Sept. 28.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Vicky Singleton as hostess.
Any one desiring to play, please
come and be paired at the tee.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, Sept. 21, have been
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Mr. and Mrs. David Hopkins
of Rt. 5, Box 551, Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Audra
Anne Hopkins, born on Saturday,
Aug. 27, at 4:55 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
/
2
six ounces and measured 191
inches. The mother is the former
Linda Bonner. A half sister is
Amber.
Grandparents are Robert and
Eva Hopkins of Murray, and Max
and Anne Bonner of Rt. 5, Murray. A great-grandmother is Mrs.
Zeffie Woods of Murray.
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'Teresa Brawner, (('
bride-elect of Sam
Bomarito, .
has
4 selected her decorative accessoriesfrom 1,
(2 our bridal registry. (Ic
Teresa and Sam xr
will be married
November 5, 1994.

Susan Cunningham

Happincs2P1ace,

Independent Beauty Consultant
Sales Director

753-4567

753-2207
Career Opportunity
Available
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'When Quality Counts"
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After Hours By Appointment
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Specializing in...

•Vanity Tops
• Showers
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Audra Anne
Hopkins born
here Aug. 27

Second place — Della Miller,
Ada Sue Roberts, Martha Enix
and Bronda Parker.
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MA Ry KAy
FACE TO FACE BEAUTY ADVICE

Tie for first place — Sue
Lamb, Agnes Payne, Hazel Beale
and Shelba Barnett; Martha
Broach, Laura Parker, Bobbie
Burks and Irene Woods;

Safe Starts 'Tues., Sept. 27 tliru Sat., Oct. 1

Chestnut St.
1100753-1133

Mary Kay has a skin
care program designed
for your skin type.

released by Irene Woods, hostess,
as follows:

•

4 Casa cid Sof ;0

COMPLIMEVARY
FACIAL

processing applications for the
computer using Microsoft Works
software. In addition, basic computer knowledge, essential Dos
commands and Windows operation will be taught.
The cost of the class will be
$30 which will include registration and all expenses. Participants
may enroll at the Calloway County High School Office on College
Farm Road by paying the class
fee. Registration will be limited
to 24 participants.

Storewide Savings
10'' to 20' off
yawl Clearance
Surma!Aferchandot

Tuesday, Sept. 27
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Eva Waii Mission Group,2 p m
First United Methodist Church events
include District Lay Speaker Training/7
pm
First Baptist Church events include
Parents' Day Out..9 a m and 3 p m ,
Phebian Sunday School Class., 7
p.m../home of Sylvia Puckett.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Weigh to Win "6 30
p m /Gleason Hall
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5 15 p m
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p m :American Legion Hall
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray
Social Security representative.'10 30
a m -12 30 p m iCalloway County
Public Library
Racer Volleyball with Arkansas State
University/7 p m "Racer Arena
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
open 8 30 a m to 12 30 p m and 1 30
to 4.30 pm
National Scouting Museum/open 9
am -430 pm Info/762-3383
Mery Griffin Theater:3 45 and 6.45
p m /across from Players Riverboat
Casino,
Metropolis,
Ill
Info/1-800-935-7700
Land Between the Lakes events
include City of Stars/11 a m and 2
p m./Golden Pond Visitor Center

Monday, Sept. 26
Public Education Program by Rape
Victims Servicesi7 p m /University
Christian Student Center, 1403 Olive
Blvd
Murray Middle School Site-Based
Decision Making Council/7 p m /Room
109 at school.
Southwest Calloway School SiteBased Decision Making Council/4
p m /school.
North Calloway School Site-Based
Decision Making council/6 p.m /school
Purchase Toastmasters/6.30
p m./Pagliai's
West Kentucky Playwrights
Workshop/7 p m./Playhouse in the
Park, Info/759-1752
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p m./Calloway County Public
Library. .
Murray Chapter of NAACP/7
p.m./Willis Center.
Single Too/6 -30 p.m./Pagliai's
Restaurant. Info/Sandy, 753-0817 or
Sheila, 753-0251.
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers IVA p m.
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6(30 pm
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 pm 'Water Valley
Community Center.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,"
open 130 to 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 27
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Good
Shepherd United Methodist Church.
Scottish Country Dancing/7-9
p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Kentucky Lake Chapter of AARID'
noon/Holiday Inn.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a m., Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky *34
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church. Info/759-9964.
Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church/9:30 a.m.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Dexter Center/senior activities/9:30
a.m.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m /for
'senior citizens' activities.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Ladies' Bible Study/10 a.m./Fellowship
House.

Oaks'ladies plan events
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Computer class offered
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Plummer-Emerson
wedding to be Oct. 1

Whirlpool Tubs

Tubs •

Come Check Out Our Competitive Prices.

Cultured Marble Supply

•

"Certified Marble Manufacturers"
643 N. 4th, Murray

formerly Hamilton Marble & Tile

Bill Ed Murdock, Owner
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Yesterday's Scores
Sunday's NFL Results
Atlanta 27 Washington 20
CleveCanct 21. Indianapolis 14
LA Rams 16. Kansas City 0
Minnesota 36, Maim 35
Green Bay 30 Tampa Bay 3
Houston 20, Cincinnati 13

New England 23. Detroa 17
San Francisco 24, New Orleans 13
San Diego 26. L A Raiders 24
Seattle 30 Pittsburgh 13
Cnic.ago 19. New 'fors Jets 7

Today's Sports

PORTS

• GOLF: Murray boys at Marshall Co Invitational
• SOCCER: Murray (G) vs Tilghman — 7 p.m

Blue Raiders accept Racer gifts
Middle avoids MSU upset bid
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
The numbers from Saturday
night's Murray State-Middle Tennessee contest show just how
much the Racers have improved
over some of their recent battles
with the Blue Raiders.
Murray, victims of 45-3 and
66-6 thumpings at the hands of
Middle the past two seasons,
were seeking their first win over
the Raiders since the 1988 sea:on, and did everything within
their power to get the job done.
But it was something the Racers couldn't overcome, the turnover department, that was the
telling factor as Middle, which
came in ranked No. 22 in Division 1-AA, took advantage of
three Racer fumbles to come out
of Roy Stewart Stadium with a
23-21 win, dropping Murray to
2-2 on the year.
"We got real close and we had
our chances, but you can't give a
good team gifts like that," Racer
coach Houston Nutt said. "I'm
proud of our effort and (Middle)
coach Donnelly said we deserved
to win the game, but I told the
team that we don't deserve to win
when we turn it over.

Wildcat
Miscues
Kentucky
beaten 23-9
by Carolina
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
South Carolina made the most
of Kentucky's mistakes and
didn't give anything back.
The Gamecocks scored three
touchdowns off Kentucky's
miscues in posting a 23-9 victory in the Southeastern Conference game at Commonwealth
Stadium on Saturday night.
''Our defense is creating turr,o N,er and our offense is. not
making turnovers," said South
Carolina coach Brad Scott,
whose team didn't make any
turnovers and came up with
three interceptions and one
fumble recovery, on defense.
Although South Carolina
,3-1, 1-1 SEC) needed a 52-yard touchdown pass from Steve
Taneyhill to Monty Means with
3:38 to go to secure the win.
South Carolina had a 27-8
advarnage in first downs, holding the Wildcats to only one in
j,he second half, and controlled
the ball 38:14 to Kentucky's
it
21:46.
For Kentucky (1-3, 0-2),
which had lost 73-7 to Florida
and 59-29 to Indiana the past
two weekends7the outcome was
notable improvement.
"We didn't always execute
very well, but we played our
hearts out," Kentucky coach
Bill Curry said. "That's the
way you're supposed to play
football. When you.play like
that you improve and your day
comer...and you share..
begin to win
more than your
"

Middle 23, RACERS 21
0 6 14 3-23
Middle Tenn,
0 7 14 0-21
Murray St.
MTS--,.yons 8 run *ice ta,IedI
kca)
1
run
f.0.11
MSU—McGovan
ALTS—FG Petna 13
VSU—Hall 79 pass from Bona IENII 0001
MTS—Sneeon 6 run (kolcont passl
,D011 luck;
MSL1—Henry 41 lUrrble
MTS-6G Petnii, 19
MTS—FG Petnlh 18
A—I.956
rst downs
Bushes-yards
Passng
Return Yards
Comp-An-nt
Punts
Cumbles-Lost
Pen allies-Yards
'Irne oi Possession

MIS
MSU
14
18
54-220 37-141
179
135
16
11
9-19-1 10-28-1
6-37
6-36
5-3
4-2
4-31
4-50
255.4
340€

INDIVIDUAL STATST1CS
PUSHING—Saddle Tenn Bayless 37-137, Lyone
628, Holcomb 7-22 Murray St McCann 15-74. 1.4cGo*an 16-53, Scarborough 2-6
PASSING—Saddle Tenn . FiNcomb 9-19-1.135 Stir-ay St Bona 6-20-1-127, Taylor 4.8-0-52.
RECEIVING— /Addle Tenn Simpson 3-65 Hosaller
1-36. Teague 2-17 Murray St , Halt 4.115 Bland 2,32,
`2:Gorran 1-23

"But we're a whole new Murray,- he added. "We were gangtackling and causing turnovers on
defense, and I thought we would
win until the very end. We've
climbed that 66-0 and 77-0
mountain."
Indeed, this team looked more
like one that was ready to take
the early lead in the Ohio Valley
Conference race and put the
demons of being intimidated by

the "MT" on the side of Middle's
helmets behind them.
Murray certainly looked ready
early on, as Troy Jowers recovered a Kippy Bayless fumble at
the Middle 40-yard line. The
drive stalled after four plays, but
already, Murray had set a good
tone for the evening.
After a scoreless first quarter,
Middle put the first points up on
the board when Nathaniel Claybrooks intercepted a Benji Bona
pass at the Racer 26, and returned
it to the 11.
The Raiders needed just two
runs by Brigham Lyons to reach
the end zone, the score coming
from three yards away with 7:01
remaining in the first half. Garth
Petrilli's point-after kick missed,
leaving Middle up 6-0.
But instead of throwing in the
towel, Murray came alive after
Middle's score, putting together a
13-play, 80-yard drive that
resulted in a touchdown.
The drive almost stalled at the
Middle 39, but on fourth down,
the Raiders were penalized 15
yards for a late hit on Bona, moving the ball down to the 24. On

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State defensive end Troy Jowers (49) holdi on to Middle Tennessee's Kippy Bayless for teammate
Elliott Dunn to come finish of the tackle in the first half of Saturday's Blue Raider win.

M See Page 7

Chargers make noise in AFC West
The Associated Press
Four weeks into the NFL season, the San Diego Chargers are
the league's biggest surprise —
and its best team.
With a 26-24 victory over the
Los Angeles Raiders on Sunday,
the Chargers are off to their best
start since 1980, the year they
finished 11-5 and went to the
AFC championship game. The
only time San Diego has started
better than 4-0 was way back in
1961, when it won its first 11
games as part of the AFL.
But these Chargers aren't putting any pressure on themselves,

or looking to silence any
doubters.
"In this league, I take it one
day at a time," said coach Bobby
Ross, whose team has a bye this
weekend. "That's all I can do
and that's all I will do."
Almost as unlikely as the
Chargers getting to 4-0 Sunday
were Joe Montana's Kansas City
Chiefs getting no points against
the lowly Los Angeles Rams.
Never before in Montana's
illustrious I5-year career had his
team been shut out, but Montana
had a touch of flu and wasn't
himself. He threw three intercep-

tions as the Rams won 16-0.
"I don't think in your worst
nightmare you could imagine the
performance we put on out there
today," Chiefs coach Marty
Schottenheimer said.
In other games Sunday, it was:
Minnesota 38, Miami 35; San
Francisco 24, New Orleans 13;
Seattle 30, Pittsburgh 13; Houston 20, Cincinnati 13; New England 23, Detroit 17; Cleveland
21, Indianapolis 14; Atlanta 27,
Washington 20; Green Bay 30,
Tampa Bay 3, and Chicago 19,
the New York Jets 7.
The Denver Broncos play at

by John Carney's 33-yard field
Buffalo tonight.
The NFC East — Arizona, goal with two seconds left.
Humphries admitted afterward
Dallas, the New York Giants and
that his knee was pretty sore.
Philadelphia — had byes.
"I felt it pop, but I tried to
The Chargers remained one of
walk it off," he said. "I purposeonly two unbeaten teams — the
ly stayed away from the trainers
other is the Giants (3-0) — partly
through the determination of to try and take care of it myself. I
gave up the TD to put them
quarterback Stan Humphries.
Even after throwing an inter- ahead, so there was no way I was
ception that the Raiders (1-3) staying out."
returned for the lead and hurting
Rams 16, Chiefs 0
his left knee on the play, HumAt Kansas City, Mo., the
phries wasn't done. Against the
Chiefs (3-1) were shut out at
coaches' wishes, he limped back
home for the first time since
onto the field and led the Chargers on a 65-yard drive, capped • See Page 7

SOCCER

Maroons take Tigers 3-2

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Adam Meloan, right, gets to the ball before a Madisonville
defender in Saturday's game.

Tires at
Pocket Pleasing
Prices!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Playing virtually shorthanded
from the first whistle to the last,
Murray High's boys' soccer team
turned in a gallant performance
Saturday at Ty Holland Stadium.
Taking on Madisonville without four starters, the Tigers
battled the Maroons into overtime
before falling 3-2.
"Overall, I was pleased with
the way we hung in there," said
Tiger coach James Weatherly.
"The kids played hard and we
had a chance to win it.
"They (Madisonville) just kept
applying the pressure and we
couldn't get anything going late
in the game."
Murray (4-5) enjoyed a 2-1
lead heading into the game's final
minutes, when Madisonville
(2-6-1) tied the game with under
two minutes to play. In overtime,
the Maroons scored early in the
first OT period and hung on for
the win.
Murray had two players out

with injuries — Sean Haverstock
and Shane Schroader — and two
out under suspension due to red
cards in the previous game —
Jason West and Al Plan.
"Some other guys got a chance
to play," Weatherly said of the
situation. "That's part, of sports
— injuries. That's just the way it
is, we got beat."
Madisonville scored first
Saturday when Jacob Keown beat
Tiger goalkeeper Bobby Setzer.
Murray came back to tie it before
halftime on a penalty kick by
Greg Miller. Tiger senior Roman
Shapla was grabbed by the Maroons' goalkeeper to force the
penalty kick.
Shapla gave Murray the 2-1
lead 15 minutes into the second
half on an assist by Jayson
Brittain.
Murray travels to Lyon County
on Tuesday before returning to
host Caldwell County on
Thursday.
• Murray's boys' junior varsity
notched a 5-1 win over Madison-

ville in Saturday's first game.
Murray was led by Jeremy Hunt
with two goals and an assist and
Rohit Tandon with a goal and
assist.
Also scoring for Murray were
Josh Oakley and Shane Andrus.
Josh Price, Tom Leary and Micah
Cathey all had assists.
GIRLS
Murray 1, Ft. Knox 0
FORT KNOX — Murray's
girls soccer squad took to the
road Saturday and came back
with a 1-0 win over Fort Knox, a
team that had been ranked in preseason state polls.
Courtney Christopher scored
the game's only goal with seven
minutes remaining, on an assist
from Hillary Belcher.
Murray outshot Fort Knox
14-10, with goalkeeper Emma
Shaw getting six saves, while her
Fort Knox counterpart, Erin Bry,la, saved 10 shots.
"It was an excellent defensive
II See Page 7

* Murray's Premiere *
* Home Stereo Home Theatre *
* and Home Satellite Dealer *
* Financing Available *

'Murray's Frieadly Home Stereo Dealer'

Ren

r..,..• • 'two,. • Carver • Uniden • ToshibADSS

SOUND DESIGNS
AUDIO/VIDEO
11011 Coldwater Rd, Murray

795-1•33

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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SPORTS
MSU cross country teams run at Vandy

u_

Murray State's men's cross country team finished eighth
while the women's team finished 10th at the Vanderbilt Invitational Saturday in Nashville, Tenn.
MSU's men were again led by freshman runner Jason
McKinney with a 26th place showing, finishing the course in
27:49. The Lady Racers were paced by LaSenna Powell, who
ran a season-best 20:41 to finish 33rd.
The University of Alabama swept both team competitions
by having runners finish first through fourth in both races.
The men's field included 12 teams while the women's consisted of 11.
The next race for the Racers is Oct. 1 at the Southern Illinois Invitational in Carbondale,

MSU volleyball sweeps EKU, Morehead
The Murray State Lady Racer volleyball squad picked up a
pair of Ohio Valley Conference wins over the weekend at
Cutchin Fieldhouse/Racer Arena.
Murray State battled back from 2-0 down to beat Eastern
Kentucky 3-2 in their first weekend match, then defeated
Morehead 3-1 in their second match to improve to 6-7 overall, 3-0 in OVC play.
Gina Buscher led Murray State in kills in both matches,
posting 17 against Eastern and 21 against Morehead. Sarah
Dearworth posted 29 kills in the two games while Elizabeth
Spomer totaled 25.

McCumber edges Perry in Hardees Classic
COAL VALLEY, Ill. (AP) — Mark McCumber won the
Hardees Classic when Kenny Perry drove into the rough on
the final hole and finished with a bogey.
McCumber had a par on No. 18 and closed with a 3-underpar 67 for a total of 15-under 265. Perry shot a 68 to finish
14-under.

Sweden ousts U.S. from Davis Cup
GOTEBORG, Sweden (AP) — Pete Sampras defaulted to
Stefan Edberg, leading to a Swedish victory over the United
States and sending Sweden into the Davis Cup finals against
Russia.
Sampras, the world's top-ranked tennis player, retired with
a strained right hamstring, evening the semifinals at two
matches apiece.
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McCall knocks out Lewis for WBC title
LONDON (AP) — Oliver McCall knocked out Lennox
Lewis barely half a minute into the second round to win the
WBC heavyweight title.
Lewis wobbled to his feet in front of referee Lupe Garcia,
who stopped the fight 31 seconds into the round.
Lewis' team has lodged a protest with the WBC, saying
referee Garcia acted too soon in stopping the fight.

USC coach Raveling hurt in wreck
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Southern Cal basketball coach
George Raveling is hospitalized with multiple fractures sustained in an automobile accident.
Raveling, 57, fractured nine ribs, his collarbone and pelvis
when his Jeep collided with another car near the USC campus on Sunday morning.
He was stable and alert, a spokesman for County-USC
Medical Center said.

•Soccer...
FROM PAGE 6
effort," Murray coach Mark Kennedy said. "Allison Cantrell and
Susan Krieb had good games and
the entire defense played an
excellent match. Fort Knox was
big, strong and fast, but our girls
played their hearts out."
.In Saturday's junior varsity
game, Murray won 2-1, getting
goals from Courtney Canerdy and
Mary Kay Howard off assists
from Heather Schroader and
Jeanne Maddox, respectively.
Courtney Christopher had three
saves at goalkeeper as Murray
outshot their opponents 12-4.
Kennedy cited the play of Lauren
Miller, Erika Wolff, Alison Hut-

SCOREBOARD

II Racers...

BRIEFS

son, Jessica Smith and Rachel
Roberson.
Murray, now 4-3-1, hosts
Paducah Tilghman tonight at 7 at
Ty Holland Stadium.
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FROM PAGE 6
final score.
third-and-1S at the 29, Bona comFollowing a Racer punt,
pleted a screen pass to Waynee Middle took control at their own
McGowan, who raced all the way 27, but on the third play of the
down to the Middle six for a first series, Shelton fumbled a Holdown.
comb pass and the Racers'
McGowan, a senior, then
Andrew Henry scooped up the
touched the ball on the next three ball and rumbled 41 yards the
plays, the third producing a one- other way for a touchdown with
yard touchdown run with 1:23 4:59 showing. Dill added the
left in the half. Chris Dill added point-after kick for a 21-17 Racer
the point-after try, and suddenly lead, and suddenly the momenan upset was brewing as Murray tum had shifted back to Murray's
led 7-6 at the half.
side.
"At halftime, we told them that
The Racer defense held tough
there was 30 minutes of football again on Middle's next drive,
left, and that if they kept playing stopping the Blue Raiders at the
like they had, they would be all 2-yard line on the ninth play of
right," Nutt said.
the series. Middle settled for a
Middle regained a 9-7 edge
19-yard field goal from Petrilli
early in the third period on a that cut Murray's lead to 21-20
33-yard field goal by Petrilli, a heading into the fourth.
drive that started at Middle's 49
But with just over eight
after a Racer punt.
minutes left, Murray committed a
But Murray was right there crucial error as McCann fumbled
with an answer. Just two plays at the Racer 12, and Middle
after the field goal, Bona hooked recovered. The Racer defense
up with a wide-open Matt Hall again held tough, stopping
over the middle for a 79-yard Middle three times inside the 5,
touchdown pass at the 9:34 mark. but Petrilli then booted his third
Dill's PAT kick was again accu- field goal of the game, an
rate, and the Racers were looking 18-yard kick, for a 23-21 Middle
lead with 5:43 left.
sharp, leading 14-9.
With a chance to win, Murray
"We told ourselves that we
were ready to win, and that we started its next series at its own
were just as good as Middle," 28. A 19-yard pass from Herman
said Hall, who wound up catch- Taylor to Timmy Bland and a
ing four passes for 115 yards on 14-yard run by McGowan gave
the night. "At halftime, they said the Racers a first down at
we needed to take care of the ball Middle's 39, and Murray looked
and that everything would work to be heading to victory.
But on the next play, Taylor,
out, so we were real positive
coming out for the second half." scrambling toward the sideline,
Middle, after seeing how easily fumbled the ball and Middle
Murray completed a long pass, recovered at their own 44 with
then decided to go for one of its 4:39 to go, killing the chance.
The Raiders then milked the
own. On the next play from
scrimmage, Raider quarterback clock, running it down to just 30
Kelly Holcomb connected with seconds before giving the ball
Cory Simpson down the middle back to Murray. The Racers comof the field for a 42-yard gain to pleted two passes to Middle's 49
before time ran out.
Murray's 28.
McCann led Murray's rushing
A 15-yard pass interference
penalty against Murray two plays attack with 74 yards on 15 carries
later moved the ball down to the while Bayless gained 137 on 37
8, which set up a six-yard touch- attempts.
"We've got to lock the ball up
down run by Rodney Shelton at
the 7:36 mark. Holcomb then and take it with two hands," Nutt
passed to Shelton for the two- said. "On that last fumble, a guy
point conversion, putting Middle 'tipped Herman and hit the ball
up 17-14, points that eventually out, and even though it was real
proved to be the difference in the close to the sideline, I guess
Middle did recover it in bounds.
But there shouldn't have been a
fumble."
Murray, now 2-2 overall and
1-1 in the OVC, hosts league foe
FROM PAGE 6
Tennessee-Martin next Saturday
1985, when the Rams blanked at 7 p.m.
them.
Montana had his worst game of
the season 18-01-37 for 175
yards.
Jerome Bettis had his third
straight 100-yard game, geuing
132 yards on 35 carries for the
Rams (2-2).
Vikings 38, Dolphins 35
At Minneapolis, Minnesota
blew a 28-point lead, allowing
Miami (3-1) to tie it before Warren Moon led a 70-yard scoring
drive, capped by Scottie Graham's 3-yard run with 7:25 to
play.

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (next to McDonald s)
Good service, 759-9888
good coverage,
good priceLike a good neighbor
That's
State Farm is there
State Farm
Stew tam halms Contenns
non? Olives 8n0ornso0 Isms
insurance.
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1.90/0 A.P.R.
48 Month Financing
On All 1994 Mazda Proteges
Through October 3rd

Carroll Mazda
800 Chestnut • Murray, Ky.

SceiteCiela f•dPar 3 Golf
& Sports Center

1

Golf
9 Holes
$3.00
18 Holes
$5.00
Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes
$4.00
18 Holes
$7.00

• Golf Lessons Available •

III Chargers...

Practice Range
Miniature Golf

$3.00 per 9 Holes
$1, $2, & $3.50 Buckets
Batting Range
509
Carts

$1.75

753-1152

N. 16th St., Murray

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

UPS

Anyway You Go...Go In Comfort, Quality, & Style.

150 mothers can't be wrong, martial arts can
help your child get ahead in life!
Mothers are very selective about the kinds of activities in which
their child should participate. That's why more and more are
enrolling their children in the Murray Tae Kwon Do for kids
program.
Our carefully structured programs are designed to bnng out the
best in each and every child we teach. Our martial arts programs
teaches children balance and coordination that will help them in
many other activities. It also teaches them self confidence and
self discipline, which gives them the will to say no despite peer
pressure when things are wrong. Martial arts improve concentration, which often improves school work and it teaches them
useful techniques that will help to protect them from danger.

scored
seven
assist

Knox
Emma
ile her
n Bry,-

With so many benefits to our program, it's not hard to see why
No many mothers are excited about it here are just a few.

'ensive

Tae Kwon Do has helped Yan nick'a selfcontrol and discipline."
—Theresa Jones
"Tar Kwon Do has improved Max's concentration tremendously "
—Mickey Bishop
Our programs features flexible schedules and a fforable rates. To
find out more about giving your child an edge on life or for a free
trial lesson
Call

Today! 427

MURRAY
TAE KWON DO
1413 Olive Blvd. • 753-6111

Photographs by Oakwood Stucko
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Fall Sale On Running, Hiking, & Walking Shoes.

WOMEN

MEN
Reg

Reg

Site

69 99

49.99

Boston Road

62 99

49.99

Acculite Lo

S49

42.99

59 99

44.99

59 99

44.99

Niko 185035-201 Tumalo

75°0

59.99

Niko 185035-401

Tumalo

75.00

59.99

Reebok 23490

Virazon II

65 00

49.99

•

Sale

64 99

44.99

Nike 105021-151 P Air

Nike 104021-441 Air Pegasus

69 99

49.99

Reebok

Reebok 10706

69 99

54.99

Reebok 22706

59 99

44.99

69 99

44.99

Nike 104031-561

A VVindrunner

Aztrek

Nike 104029-101 leariU8
Nes Balance 1/66589 665

22860

Rockport

W7108

Reebok 22688
Nike 182003-110

Essential

59 99

49.99

Nike 185034-201

Tumalo

75 00

59.99

Niko 185034-401 TUM810

75 00

59.99

9499

74.99

Niko 185041-201

A Khyber II

Pegasus

Pro Walker BLK

Fitness Glide
Supreme

DENNISON-HUNT
GOODS
SPORTING
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray, Ky. • 753-8844 • PA-sat. 9-6 •

MCVISA
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
0.111:012Y 242
lie% Discount 3m1 eun.
4.1 Ads awl Am saMth 4 Caw Peolodj
ai column inch extra for
1 kala*JO y (Stopping Guide).

Reader Ads
25t per word, $5.00 minimum
1st day.Sc per word per day for
roach additional consecutive
day. 81.76 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads

Yd Sole $7.50

reo

A A2.1:(1 Is. MN be I••••••to MC*.

any changes to ad after doodle*.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
020
025
030
340
050

Legal Notice
Notice
Personois
Cord of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
FARMERS MARKET

lee
370
390
430
550

Form Equipment
Jvestock & Supplies
Pouley & Supplies
Procluce
Feed & Seed

060
070
090

100
110

EMPLOYMENT
Heap Wonted
Domestic & Chicicore
Situation Wonted
Business OpponunITY
Instruction

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
210
285 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
Business Rentals
300
310
Want To Rent
320
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
330
340
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease
360
ncx

020

020
Notice

Notice

IMAGES

MTERAN INOMNISI CILCOO

Now Open 10-5
Gifts & Baskets
Bmial & Formal Wear
Arriving Daily
Be) Air Center • 753-4104

ALLIANCE

Mrs. Theresa, Psychic
Reader & Advisor. A true
born psychic, gifted from
God 554-7904 call for
appointment

Financing
;wade n,e

CANCER
INSURANCE

1-800-334-1203

No age limit to apply it
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

fRiNGE, BENTRZS
Hot Wax Manicure
$11.00
Acrylic Set
$2500

759-1874
Watch For Our
Fall Spectacular.
Life is worth a
few fringe benefits

'Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

IF you're in business &
would like to have a soda or
snack machine in your location B&R has quality machines Free placement &
weekly service LIMITED
SUPPLY 759-9307
MURRAY State Billiards
Champion Brad Hutchens
to begin pool shooting instructions every Tuesday,
4 30pm- 6 :30 pm,
6 45pm-8 45pm Ladies
welcomed Contact Breaktime Billiards, 759-9303 for
details.
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
Open 5pm. Closed
Mon -Tues. Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks. Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804

-f,ee local Clair,
" SONi0B.

1

MASSAGE TO YOU
•

,odIsh Massage
1.1uscle 77)eropy

• Energy flokancIng
• Reflexology

030

753-3801
._10ENSED THERAPIST
7 DAYS A WEEK

REDUCE Burn off fat while
you sleep Take OPAL,
available Holland Drug,
109 S 4th St, Murray.

Card
of Thanks

L
.
BY APPOINTMENT
Y1000AM - 10:00PM

Dave Estes

REUIXRTION•STRESS REDUCTION•IRIN REUEF
Sennce to your home or hotel anywhere in the Purchase Area

NOW OPEN!!

Tooters
Snack Bar B Antique Mall

In memory of
Leon Burkeen,
who left us on
the 26th day of
Sept. 1990. We
still miss you so.
You'll always be
in our hearts
and never forgotten.
Sadly missed by
Burkten Family

All New in Hazel

492-6111
Amarica's Second Car

47Ugly Duckling

LOST Ladies black wallet,
vacinity of Hazel
(901)247-3317

1
111=133211
1P
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S Atnro SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Doo s Doe at 600l

Knights of Columbus Hall
.•
• •Hooenson Road, South to Sq
r

OPEN

gnt

on Sq

TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

Hale Road 1,4 Mile

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for

MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

$1,000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes at home No experience Free information/
supplies No obligation_
Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Horizon, Dept FF, PO Box
2149, Brownwood, TX
76804

A DIRECTOR OF YOUTH
MINISTRIES Looking for a
charismatic, energetic, organized person to give education to a thriving youth
program College degree
preferred with experience
working with youth a requirement. Salary commensurate with experience Send resume with
reference to PO BOX 1040
F, Murray, KY
ATTENTION Murray
POSTAL JOBS*** Start
$12.08/hr +benefits. For
application & info, call
1 -( 2 1 6)- 3 2 4 - 5 5 08
7am-10pm, 7 days.
AVONI Earn money with
Avon 1-800-847-5338 for
your starter lot
BIG Apple Cafe hiring waitresses Immediate openings Must be 21 Apply in
person (901)247-5798
BOOKKEEPER wanted
Extensive computer expen
ence, knowledge of general
bookkeeping & payroll
needed 15-20hr per week
Send resume to Murray
Family YMCA, Position
Bookkeeper, 209 N 12th St,
Murray

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooing
Services Offered

230
250
290
530

TRANSPORTATION
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

MERCHANDis1
Computers
For Sole Or Trod,
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleoners
Sewing Mochines
Heow Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
TV.& Radio
Pets & Supplies

REAL ESTATE SALES
270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sale or Loose
Home Loons
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole

mist- EllANEOLIS
410
.
Public Sole
540...................For Trade
560..............Free Column
570 ....................Wonted

OFFICE HOURS.
Mon.-Fd. it a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday a.m.-12 p.m.
• Deo:Ow are 2 days
in advance!

060
Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Articles
For Sale

Homo
Furnishings

Classes Starting
October 3, 1994

Hiring Certified
Nursing Assistants
Fulltime all shifts. Experience pay, shift differential, excellent
benefits.
Apply

00 you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8:00am-3:00pm.
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity program. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities.

SHONEY'S INN. Guest
service rep. position available. Ideal candidate will be
people oriented & competent with administrative detail. Please apply in person
& grow with us.

MOVING sale! Ethan Allen
cherry dining room suite, 6
chairs, table with 2 extra
leaves, table pads,server &
breakfront, $2,250. Oak
table with claw feet, 6
chairs, 2 extra leaves,
$500. Couch table, $100.
New gas cooktop sealed
burners, $200. Light beige
sofa, like new, $450. Call
753-1877 leave message.

LARGE sofa, 2 Lazy Boy
recliners, 2 end tables,
earth colors. $400/set.
753-0817 after 6:30pm

Earn While You Learn
Experience pay for
past experience as
nursing
assistant.
Shift differential and
excellent benefits. 73, 3-11, 11-7 fulltime
openings. Excellent
working conditions.

Mills Manor
500 Beck Lane
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
502-247-7890

Apply

DIRECTOR. Career opportunity available as director
of The American Heart Association, Western region.
500 Beck Lane
Excellent organizational
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
skills & sales aptitude re502-247-7890
quired. Experience in fund EXPERIENCED aluminum
raising, organizing & work- siding & soffit applicators,
ing with volunteers a defi• $9/1e. Stop by job site, So
CRAFTERS wanted for
nate plus. Travel in 15 9th & Nash, Murray during
large craft mall downtown
county area required. Pa- working hours.
Paducah For more inforducah office. Salary to IMMEDIATE opening for
mation phone Cheryl at
$20,000, plus benefits full-time housekeeping peror
502-554-5986
package & car. Send cover son, maid. Need home
502-575-0259
letter & resume by October phone & must work
5th to: Vice President of
NO experience! $500 to Operations, American weekends. Motel work ex$900 weekly/potential pro- Heart Association, 333 Gu- pelienced persons only
cessing mortgage refunds. thrie St, Suite 207, Louis- need apply. For info call
753-6706. Days Inn, 641
Own
h o u-r s
ville, KY 40202-1899. No
1-510-869-5079 ext 733. phone calls please. EOE. South, Murray.
24 hours.
LIVE-in sitter for two childM/F/HN.
ren in Graves County. For
DIRECTOR OF ADULT MIinformation 247-1804
NISTRIES To serve as fullSALES REP
11 am-8pm.
time
coordinator
of
adult
Motivated person
ministries, education & out- NURSES Aide PRN we're
to call on Commerreach. Responsible for im- lookiiig for the right person
Industrial,
cial,
plementation of programs, to join oct caring capable
Agricultural
and
procuring curricula, recruit- staff at Fern Terrace
accounts in the
ing volunteers, coordina- Lodge. We need a flexible
MURRAY
area.
tion of committees. Bache- mature individual who
Excellent Commislor's degree, experience would enjoy working with
and background of active the elderly in a pleasant
sions and Bonuses.
participation in church lead- atmosphere. Experiences
Training provided.
ership a requirement. Sal- a plus, but we are willing to
HYDROTFDC
ary commensurate with ex- train. This is not a full-time
1-800-999-4712
perience. Send resume position at present & will
with reference to: PO Box involve working all shifts on
as needed basis. Apply in
1040 E, Murray, KY.
person or call Glade Dodd
for interview. Fern Terrace
CONTINUECARE, INC.
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
HAS OPENING FOR
Dr. Phone 753-7109. EOE.

Mills Manor

DIRECTOR OF
PATIENT SERVICES

,_We Make
rreisea
A Home

Current KY RN license and
minimum of 2 year Home
Health management experience required. MSN preferred, BSN with equivalent education or work experience
will be considered. Agency provides
services to Calloway, Graves and Marshall counties, with administrative office in Murray. Excellent benefits and
salary commensurate with qualifications and experience.
Send resume to P.O. Box 925,
Murray, KY 42071
EOE

Fisher-Price
Monday thru Friday, 8 to 5
Got you down?

JOIN OUR TEAM!!
Fisher-Price is seeking applicants interested in
working the 12 hour swing shift as a regular full-time
production operator in the molding department
Start rate of pay is $5 44 per hour with an increase to
$5 77 per hour with full benefit package the first of
the month following completion of 90 days Please
apply only if you are interested in working for a
progressive company whose "work is child's play "
Apply to
Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
Equr

mpoymem CKiponunity Employe,

to to to to to to to
1.Aerni.„,s! Fisher-Price
cf%r'st"-HO'Ho Ho'Merry Chr,stmosll Christmas in summer?
For employees at Fisher-Price it is They ore busy
toymakers preparing for the holiday season
Fisher-Price. leader in infant and ployschool toys
has openings on all shifts for seasonal production
operators For those busy people who want parttime work we have work available 9 o m -1 pm
and 6 pm -10 pm

Fulltime & Parttime
Deli Help Needed

If you would like some extra cash for Christmas
sleigh ride down to

Apply kr Person

Job Service of Kentucky
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray. Kentucky 42071

Owen's Food
Market

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
230
210
220
240
260
380

(160

050
Lost
And Found

SERVICES

080

=MUM
hemlines ale sequesled
cheek the OM Wolk* el
thee ads lee any ewer. Mow
Lodger a antes MI be respondble km only see Messed Moslem My ewes
should be needed 111101100alety so conecilons can be
mode.

Help
Wanted

CALLER I.D.'s 753-5865.

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS

753-1916

CA LL

i:IgE
M
AI:Li

$6.00 Column Inch
40% Oraceami and aura

Master Card

Fours Employment OOP0A10161, I mPleMle

PART-time help wanted for
retail shoe store in Murray.
Mail resume to: PO Box
1040 M. Murray.
PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL
WORKERS. Social Worker
MH/MR positions available
at large in-patient psychiatric facility. Bachelor's
degree required in social
work, sociology, psychology or related field. Excellent tinge benefits. For
further information, send
resume or contract: Phil
Bennett, MSSW, CSW, Director of Social Work Services, Western State Hospital, PO Box 2200, Hoekinsville, KY 42241-2200.
(502)886-4431 Ext. 253.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F/D.
RETAIL assistant manager
trainee. Weekends, Fri thru
Mon,no evenings. Approximately 30hrs. Hours adjusted seasonally. Will consider experienced retiree.
Immediate opening- respond to: PO Box 1814,
Murray, KY 42071.
RETAIL clerk, perfect job
for moms. Tues, Wed,
Thur, 12-15hrshrek. Hours
adjusted seasonally. Respond to: PO Box 1814,
Murray, KY 42071.
SALES Pepsi-Cola has a
professional, career
minded sales opportunity
for the position of food service representative. The
position will involve calling
on established and potential restaurant and fountain
customers in W. Kentucky
and Tennessee. The position will also involve very
strong creative, promotional, marketing and media skills. The position will
be based out of W. Kentucky with no overnite
travel. Excellent earnings
potential with bonus and
competitive benefits, and
career advancement potential. Send resume to
Pepsi-Cola, Box 1070 Marion, IL 62959 Attention
Personnel.
SHOP man to clean & load
trucks Apply at Black's Decorating Center, 701 S alth
or call 753-0839

WANTED barmaids, waitresses & dancers, $500
plus weekly. Doll House
Cafe, Paris, TN
901-642-4297, 7pm-2am
070

Doormat
& Childcare
ATTENTION working
moms! How would you like
to come home to a neat
clean house after a long
day at work? I clean house
the old fashioned way
Dust, mop, vaccum, wipe
baseboards,etc. 753-8262
BABYSITTING in my home
Mon-Fri, also available
Mother's Day out arrangements. 753-1869.
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable and experienced, references. Call
Linda 759-9553.
HOME & Office cleaning.
Experienced, dependable
references available. Onetime general clean-up or
regularly scheduled visits
Call Sheri, 753-3638.
LOVING mother of one
wanting to babysit. Experienced and know CPR
492-8517.
NEED HELP? We clean
house, do yard work, run
errands, etc 762-6620
WILL stay with elderly.
753-4590 if no answer
leave message on machine. I will return calls.
090
Ankles
Waned
ALTERATIONS, repairs
and crafted T-shirts. Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N. 121, Murray. 753-6981.
100
Business
Opportunity
FRANCHISE- Mayfield,
Paducah, Fulton, Benton,
Martin TN, Paris TN & Nationwide. 753-1300.
LOCAL vending route for
sale. Earn big money. Must
sell quickly. Call
1-800-350-8363.

MUMS FOR SALE. Beautiful colors. From Murray
take 94W to Thurman
Road, turn right, 1st house
on right. 7-10am, 4-8pm
Mon thru Fri, all day Sat
435-4020.
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume. Secondary
if available. Portable carport kits. 489-2722 or
489-2724

POTTED MUMS Ste Very
affordable *2. 3 sizes 83.
Over 31 colors & varieties
*4. You don't have to dig.
D&M Market, 403 Sycamore. 753-7483.
STRAW, PUMPKINS &
GOURDS. Call 489-2436
for directions, if no answer
leave message.
160

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.
IBM or compatible computer Call 753-1529 after
5pm

1950 RED Belly Ford tracor, 12 volt system recently
overhauled, good condition
with bush hog & lift pole.
Call 759-9898. Coles
Campground Rd
FORD 1 row, 601 corn
picker. Cross 32ft ear corn
elevator. 753-8156.
FOR sale: MF300 combine

in excellent condition, air
conditioner & new belts.
753-1769.
200

Sports
Equipment

TOMMY Armour 845S golf
clubs, 3-PW & bag, only
used twice, $400
753-6558 leave Message

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220

No..
Furnishice

Musical

FOR sale: Household items
including cherry & oak
tables, pictures, mirror,
Jasper secretary with
blown crown glass, overthe-tub whirlpool & more.
759-1259.
GRAY recliner, $75. Large
pink oriental rug, $75.
492-8865 leave message.

BAND equipment & trailer.
753-2952.
IBM PS1 Pro computer, Epson action printer. $1,000.
Price negotiable. Call
753-4114 after 5:30pm.
PIANO tuning. John
Gottschalk, 753-9600.

AVAILABLE TODAY...
1 ox10 self Storage
All New At
Tooters in Hazel
492-6111

Ward
To Buy

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles. 436-2578,
901-644-0679.

Fano
Equipment

PERFECT condition, sofie PROFESSIONAL weight
oak, 4 post, queen "bench with butterfly attachwaterbed with motionless ment, leg curls & leg extenmattress, heater & six tens, including adjustment,
drawer pedestal Call dip bar Over 400Ibs in steel
753-4152 leave message. weights. Complete with all
bars (including curl bar).
POOL cover 28ft round, $200 or best offer. Call
used twice, $50. 436-2825. 753-5316 after 6pm.

1,10

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. 753-9433 day
or night.

190

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifiedsevery day,including the Shopper,
for $160 a month (paid in advance).

Call 753-1916 for details.

15n
Ankles
For Saki

2 PLOTS beside pond in
Murray Memorial Gardens,
$800. 5th wheel for diesel
truck, $600. 753-2171.
320 GALLON LP tank,
$400 437-4797
ABOVE ground 3 phase
commercial floor hoist
1976 KZ900 Kawasaki motorcycle, good condition.
Need to sell! 753-2860.
BOGARD trucking and excavating, one We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828.
CHILDS swingset
759-4693 after 4pm
EAGLES tickets, $50. September 271h. 759-9906.
IRD satellite receiver four
video cipher decoders.
Four six STS satellite receivers, one 10ft mesh dish
with motor drive Best offer
Call 436-5300.

Murray-Calloway County. Hospital. a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky. and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following job openings

PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT:
An exciting opportunity for the qualified
applicant. We offer a wide range of
work experiences.
Must be a graduate of a 2-year Physical
Therapy Assistant curriculum accredited by the A.P.T.A. and possess or be
eligible for a Kentucky license.
For details contact:
Lyn Ryan, K N
Nortil. Nettritityr
(502) 762-1319

Sari
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EXCELLENT view of robe
Snored deck Mt es con
Peel* furnished carpeted
Call 793 Ma or 7539623
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MIR apartment partially
furnished 11450/in0
753-4301

Swim
GET STARTED IN THE
COMPUTER MULTIMEDIA REVOLUTION.
BM CD-ROM DRIVE WITH
FREE INSTALLATION.
HAWKINS RESEARCH,
502-763-7001
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A very quiet location on
deaden(' street 2br duplex
on Story Ave, central hie
appliances furnshed No
pets Lease & deposit re
quoted 7537185

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $1164mo including all Wefts 753-1266

RETAIL or 011ice Space in
STOVE top but in oven, $ Side Shopping Center
double sink wrtauoet, ail 753-4509 or 763-6612
coppenone Like new glass
shower doors. 5 electric SHOP on 280 $225/mo
wall heaters, large 220 a/c, Deposit 753-8848 before
items good condition (Vol
759-9309

14X75 2br, 2 bath, at new
appliances & carpet
$12,500 753-1481 after
OPIT1

Jazy Boy
I tables,
400/set.
30pm

Itssais

1988 14X70 2br, 2 bath,
one w/jacuzzi, cathedral
ceilings, custom kitchen cabinets. 489-2173,
437-4748 after 5pm.
1990 CLAYTON, Coach
Estates G-4, $17,500
753-4261
1991 14X70 3br, 17, bath
with washer, dryer, dishwasher & central h/a, on
large lot, one owner, excellent condition. 753-7212, if
no answer leave message
1993 14X60 GATEWAY
2br, 1 bath, central h/a,
deck with separate storage
building, furnished including washer & dryer. A-6 Fox
Meadows. Call 753-7907.
1994 BUCCANEER in Fox
Meadows, $18,000. Call
759-9311 after 5pm.
ONE of the area's largest
selections of quality built
energy efficient homes!!!
New 1995 models & 1994
carry overs. Our homes,
our set-up and our prices
equals VALUE!!! Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc, Hwy 79
TN.
Paris,
E,
1-800-642-4891.
TRAILER & lot for sale.
Trailer is 16X80 & 1 acre
lot. Call 753-1038 or
753-0745.
280
Noble
Homes For Rant

1311

Mobil*
Home Lots For Rent

MOBILE Home Village, water furnished, $80/mo. Coleman RE, 753-9898.

1.2 3BD apts Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
7 5 3- 1 2 5 2
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm
1BR available now, nice
neighborhood, appliances
furnished, $210/mo. Coleman RE, 753-9898.
1BFI with garage, wooded
lot, dose to university, references please. No pets.
$275/mo & deposit
753-8755
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109.

2BR, 1 bath 1402 B Michelle. Great neighborhood. Low utilities. Stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
microwave, w/d hook-up.
$450/mo, includes mowing.
Lease, deposit, no pets.
753-8734.

NEW 2br, duplex with garage, quiet neighborhood.
Available end of September. Call 753-1323,
753-2168.
NEW 2br tri-plex apartments, gas heat, w/d hookup, appliances furnished
no pets, available Oct 15th,
$425/mo, deposit required.
Call 753-4873 after
6:30pm, Allen Properties.

2BR apartment. No pets.
Near campus, available
Oct 7th, $215/mo.
753-5980.

LARGE brick
duplex, central
gas h/a. Available October
1st. Lease plus
deposit, $375/
mo. 759-1087.

2BR, very nice, central h/a, 2BR brick with carport.
appliances hedlawncomaintean- Available now. $425/mo.
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
a
ce furnis
RE. 753-9898.
2BR house near downtown
Murray 753-4109

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, Oct. 1st
10:00 a.m.
73 Acres - 1.2 Acre
Tobacco Base

2BR newly remodeled, gas
heat, new a/c, carport &
utility. Low, low utilities.
$325/mo, 415 S 10th.
753-2339 or 753-8767.

Location:11 Miles East of Mayfield,
11 Miles West of Murray just L5
Miles North Hwy. 121 on Graves
and Calloway County Line Rd.
CASTAL GORE ESTATE

3BR, appliances furnished,
w/d hook-up, near MSU. No
pets. References, deposit
required. $350/mo.
753-4181 or 489-2181.

This well located farm has an excellent
building site and an outstanding Lake
site. It lays level to gently rolling. Truly
a pristine setting.
TERMS: 20% down day of sale. Balance due upon delivery of deed within
30 days.
212 S. 7th Street
P.O. Box 1006
COLDMICAUL
Mayfield, KY 42066
DANKeR

(502)247-1385
Fax (502)2474285

Shelton & Associates

C.W. Shelton, Broker and Auctioneer

lows, t.v. & radio, linens, knick knacks.
nice clothes, old
reduced,
clothes
good jewelry, odds &
ends.
430
Real
Estate

60 ACRES on East St Line
NICE 2br duplex, central
Rd. Beautiful building site
h/a, stove, refrigerator, diswith electricity. 759-1588
hwasher, w/d hook-up
Northwood. No pets. $375 89 ACRE tract on Donaldplus deposit. 753-1953 son Creek- 71 acres suit
days, 753-0870 nights.
able for hunting & 18 acres
cropland with flowing
NOW taking applications
creek $40,000 Call Pat
for Section 8 low rent housCarr (502)522-4699 day &
ing. Apply in person at
(502)522-5944 nights
Southside Manor, 906
Caldwell Banker Service
Broad St Extended, be1st Realty
tween 8am-12noon. No
phone calls please. Equal DUPLEX 2br, 1 bath CamHousing Opportunity.
bridge Estates Gene
VERY nice 2br, 1 bath du- Steely 753-6156
plex. Appliances furnished, HALEY Appraisal Service
central h/a, $425/mo. 1 call
Bob
Haley
month deposit, lyr lease. 502-489-2266
No pets. 753-2905.
KOPPERUD Realty has
340
buyers waiting to purchase
Houses
homes-at price ranges If
For Rent
you are thinking of selling

2BR duplex in Northwood,
central h/a, appliances
furnished. No pets. Lease &
deposit required. Call
753-7185.

8 Acre Wheat base, 13 Acre Corn base.

1985 S351 BMW. black with
*rather interior, sunroof,
law model wheels, great
mechanical condition.
$5.800 753-1863
1965 CADILLAC Coupe
DeVille. cheap 489-2060

MER

1991 ESCORT LX 2dr
auto, air, taps Only
25 XXX moles $6250 or
trade Cal 753-7668 days

Murray, KY

1991 MERCURY Caprice
XR2 convertible, like new
Only 28 XXX moles $9,250
or trade Call 753 7668
days

1987 OLDS Calais
Brougham excellent condition, $4,500obo 759-9641

Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

474-8267

Elegant Home in the
country near Lake Barkley.

$190,000
For your private showing call
Pat at 1-800-522-4699_
MANIMIIIIM 0

contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents,at 753-1222 or stop
by offiCe at 711 Main St
LAKEFRONT and lake
area properties ranging
from $18,000 to $499,000
Call
Pat
Carr
(502)522-4699 days or
(502)522-5944 nights
Caldwell Banker Service
1st Realty

110 MERCHANT STREET
TOLL GATE CENTRE
CADIZ KY 4221/

3BR brick, 1 mile from
town, excellent condition,
$500/mo +security.
759-9641.

DIAL — 753-1916

2br, 1 bath, gas
lot with shade,
town Call be5pm-9pm

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
,

HOUSE & acreage for sale
753-1300 9am-6pm,
489-2116 7pm-10pm

SMALL 3br house, 3 miles
from Murray on 280.
Electric heat & air,
$300/mo. Available 1st
week in October
753-4498.

BARN- Large air cured Burley. 753-1300 9am-6pm,
489-2116 7pm- 10prn

'..-..f)i-I'IrSIEil:Jr
.1 '. ".t.4'...ti1r.E.11) (

KY Lake cottage, 2br, fireplace, deeded lake access
near Paradise Resort,
$39,000 Also, will rent.
436-5927
NEW 3br, 2 bath, W/P tub,
oak cabinets, 1280sq ft living, garage. Priced upper
$60's. 1405 N 16th. Call
489-2722.

Wilson Real Estate
Now located on 121 South.
3 miles from Murray.
For all your real estate
needs including auction. Call

753•5086

753-2962

Wayne Higgins Backhoe.Service

NEW 3br, 2 bath, central
air, gas heat Southwood
Dr $67,500 753-5561

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO,
.Your Source For Metal Rooting & Siding

Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling

Doors, W,reows, Dory Tracs & Troheys. arrc Ilst, a:otor meta 13,,...-.: -gs
13„ile-wort Re (Hwy 299)
Dt' cc 11 2. 48,-• 2:22
4H .-, :'
M..rray K Y 2.7.: 7 1

Call I„T; Anytime

SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath,
with great flowing lay out,
beautiful kitchen, breakfast
room, separate dining
room Lots of extras, country club view Call for your
appointment today.
753-2905, 753-7536.

759-4685

The Look.

Commercial Waste
-4,*,I
a -a7j1k. Disposal
v

•MurrayU Premier styling salon*
208 South 8th • Murray • 753-3191
0.'n., Styria Tin• Adam. Oiero,. NIU. Trcriiii,ar,
—No Appointments Neceimary—
Hours. 9-6 Theaday-Satuniay
Before or After Hours Appte Avallah:e

Lyn Campbell

A AM Types of Refuse Service '

.V.
10•101110

1-800-585-6033
470
Motorcycles

Carpet Cleaning Specialist

•

,.....

Upholstery / Drapery / Window Cleaning
Ronnie England • Jim Caylor

(502) 753-4034

INSURANCE

Did you need a
SjI:

Lou V. McGary

-

Oi
l

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

,

yesterday? Ask us about our

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

ONE DAY SIGN SERVICE.

Years at Same Location"
.
QUALITY WORK AT FAIR PRICES
New Tires • Struts • Alignments
Brakes • Oil Changes & Lubes
• Wrecker Service • Shocks
Routine Service Work • Suspension Repair,
.,
•.
(502) 753-6779
408 N. 4th St. VISA-MC
DISCOVER
Murray
ACCEPTED (502) 753-8346
'29

•

World of Sound

a
droees
res
no
ptonpsatyb.le
se
f96
or tohne p
daeci
rtuActis
bIlooto
es hnat
care
PM
ared
t Bi-.
Call me for more information.
FREE I IELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

WOOD WORKS

382-2306

753-7890

33 Years In Business
Let us save you money on your car and home stereos.
-Caller ID's"
Shop & Compare
222 So. 12th
MC/VISA
753-5865

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

David's Cleaning Services

USED COMPUTERS

We specialize in Vinyl Siding.
Concrete Driveways, Blacktop Driveways,
Boats, Mobile Homes.
Fully insured & completely mobile

We buy and sell used computers.

g
4 bdr. - 2 bath executive estate. Great
view of lake, tastefully decorated. Quiet
location on 3 lots in nice restricted area.

Call before you upgrade or buy!
Special non-profit
organization pricing

75 3- 3141

759-4734

What° Way.toStartthe Week!!

JOHN MULLINS
Steel Security Doors

•

-We

Window Gaurds, Etc.
Make Secunty Beautiful"
Phone 502-247-2264
24 11r. Ans. Service at 1100122.4291 • Mayfield, Ky. 42066
601 Dunbbar (North 12th & ()unbar)

Just reduced by $10,000 to 114,900.00. A
must see! RE/MAX 753-7653.

—

Dial Now —

4dvertise He
**-

Al TREE SERVICE

Purchase Area Communications
Div. of Phone 'Center of Murray

Residential

Located in Woodgate. 2,837 sq. ft. of living
space featuring 12 closets, 4 bdr. & 2.5
baths. Built by Paul Dailey, with great
master suite, covered front & back porch,
private backyard,and top quality materials.
Give me a call. RE/MAX 753-7653.

'Caller I.D.

•Phone Jacks

'Intercom Systems

•Telephones
'Paging Systems
Info On Hold • Voice Mail
Fax Machines

Any Type Of Business Cominunication
No Job Is Too Big Or Too Small, We Can Do It All

753-0342
/

11! .00

41. 4.6

p ••• •

4

Rodney Adams
492-8737
,

Commercial
•Telephone Systems

300 Minutes 525.00

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

KTN

(

1976 HARLEY Davidson
nquire at 409 S 8th

gm

New Wolff Tanning Bed

Bud Stewart, Route Manager

„

•

808 Coldwater Rd. • Murray, KY
759-1835

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment,

160

2 BAY storage for rent in
town. 763-3571.

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING

MURRAY 753-9224

SMALL house for rent, 7
miles East of Murray. Call
Linzy Beane, 436-2582.

For Rent
OIL..,.

0,411im
. evil rlictric

7 Days Per Week

3BR w/garage. $400/mo
References & deposit-required. No pets.
(502)527-8585.
MUST SEE TO BELIEVE!!
Close to MSU, 2br house,
appliances furnished,
newly painted, carport,
$425/mo. 753-1266.

CAMP

,

753-2378

CLASSIFIED

MINIA2!rirS5.00 Yper Can
Advertise Here For
week
— (13 week minimum)
.

2BR house dose to MSU,
$350/mo 753-6986

3BR, 14 bath house, carport, appliances furnished.
$475/mo. 759-4406.

COLDWELL BANKER
SERVICE 1ST REALTY

Dial-A-Service 1

bay window Central gas
heat & air, wall-to-wall carpet, ceiling tans, jacuzzi,
14x14ft storage bldg. Lot
75x150, adjacient lot available Walk to banks & shopping. Priced to sell, mid
$70's. Call for appt.
753-4359.
BY ownerheat, nice
5min from
tween
759 9609

(502) 435-4699

William Duncan
Building Contractor

Garage
Sale

2BR, 1Yo bath townhouse,
central h/a, nice neighborhood, appliances furnished. Coleman RE,
753-9898.

Twenty three acres in Crop Reserve
Program with 3 payments remaining.

1984 PLYMOUTH Horizon
4dr whits $950 753 2675
after 5pm

and

NEW duplex, central air,
gas heat & water, appliances furnished, 2br,
$375/mo. Call 753-0274 or
759-1503 days or
759-1594 nights.

50 Acres Cropland, approximately 20
additional acres could be reclaimed by
mowing and dozer work. Remainder in
markable timber.

Canoe Seraang S Coodary Service
etiolation
Custom Sheet Metal
Licensed Gas Aden:hang

1980 TAURUS. 1110,XXX
miles, white, aicas
wren. sic, cruise dew
good condition $4 400
492-82311

ORY

1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished.
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU. Coleman RE
753-9898.

83 Acre farm selling in one tract, 1.2
Dark Tobacco' Base selling separate
and in combination with farm.

LOT on Witty Meadows beside Oaks CC $19000
753-5691 after 5pm

753

HEATING, COOLING IA ELECTRIC,Inc

has
1S0
FOR sale KY 31 lescue
1988 CHEVROLET Be- 1989 CHEVY Astro Mark II
Homes
EFFICIENCY apartment, seed, 1994 crop, good
For kb
retta. 68,XXX miles, Conversion, 104,XXX
$100/mo No pets Near tests, rye grass & noxious
$3,400 753-7879 or miles loaded $6,500
weed free, $0 50lb Also 2BR all new siding roof,
campus 753-5980
759-1293
orchard grass. $0 90/lb carport completely remod- 753-7928
IN country, lbr deluxe, 753-6567
eled inside & out 2yrs ago
1992 PLYMOUTH Grand
completely furnished, all
Gas heat. extra low utilities, 1988 EAGLE Premier ES, Voyager LE all options,
utilities paid, has all acces- MUSTANG horse. 10yrs
79,XXX
moles,
loaded,
ex$34900 415 S 10th
sories, $375/mo. old, very gentle Like new 753-2339
cellent condition, $4,150 44,XXX miles $14,750
753-9761
436-2722.
saddle, $1.000,both
753-2816
753-0115, 759 9086 after 3BR 2 bath home on 8
KENTUCKY Lake. Lake1988 FORD Taurus LX,
acres with good road fron5pm
land Westly Village, lbr
tage on Hwy 94W. has a fully equipped including
apartment, utilities indetached garage & a keyless entry & sunroof.
cluded, rent based on in1989 Eagle Premier ES,
42X48 metal shop
1968 CHEVY swb project
come. 558 older, handicap
$79,500 753-5243, fully equipped Both with
& disabled. Equal Housing
low mileage. $4,800/ea truck 350-300hp, new tires
435-4612
on rally wheels, many high
Opportunity. AKC registered yellow Lab
obo 753-3577.
3BR brick on one acre lot,
performance parts, needs
502-354-8888_
puppies Call 759-9954
finishing Must see $3,100
detached two car garage
LARGE 2br, 2 bath, central GREAT Dane puppies with workroom
obo 492-8282, 489-2814
Located
h/a, w/d hook-up, partial Champion bloodlines
two miles west of Hardin,
utilities furnished. No pets
shots & wormed $300 & Hwy 80 437-4267.
$335/mo. 753-3949.
up (502)898-4712
4 NEW 313i houses on city
PS
LARGE new 2br duplex, HAVE an obedient, safe
water & sewer Will con1142sq ft plus garage, brick dog for show or home sider
trading for other propCUSTO.A KITCHEN CABINETS
veneer, all appliances in- Classes or private lessons
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
erty Priced in the $70 s to
cluding w/d, gas central Serving Murray for over low $80's 753-3672
after
All Types Of:
h/a,$550/mo lease & depo- 12yrs. 436-2858.
5pm
•
sit. 759-4664, 759-9835.
Custom Woodworking
BY OWNER 2br, 1 bath,
d10
MUR-CAL Apartments now
white frame Eat-in kitchen,
'Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Public
accepting applications for
living room, family room
Sale
• Drop By And See Our Showroom •
1, 2 and 3br apartments_
New gas central hi/a, new
409 Sunbury • Murray (Behind Bunny Bread)
Phone 759-4984. Equal
outbuilding/workshop city
Housing Opportunity.
753-5940
wateosewer. Fenced back
yard
$25,000,
Hardin
_
MURRAY Manor Apart437-4114
ments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartBY OWNER. 3br, 1'/, bath
1706 Holiday Dr.
ments. Apply in person
brick ranch. Eat-in kitchen,
Sept. 27, 28 & 29
1:30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
formal dining room, living
1409 Duigiud Dr.
Quilts, afghans & pilroom, family room with '4

1704 RIDGEWOOD, 3br
plus study, large shady
MOBILE home tots for rent.
Newer model homes only. 2BR duplex, gas heat, hot yard. Refrigerator, stove,
$85/mo. 5 miles South of water, central a/c, $425/mo dishwasher, w/d hook-up.
plus. deposit. Available to $475/mo, lease, deposit.
Murray Call 492-8488.
move into now 753-0724. 753-8734.

CLASSIFIED

2 BUILDING lois in aubdari
CREEKV1EW Set storage son w4h honied restrcions
warehouses on Center
no mobile horn•s)
Drive behind Shoney s Wooded lots in Southwest
$20340/mo 758-4081
Sdiool District nearral pas,
NORTHWOOD Storage city water. cable/soon 33
presently has units avail miles from Murray city lin
able Call 753 2905 its Lots as low as $6.000
753 5841 or 753 1566
753-7536

DUPLEX, quiet residential
wee near university, 2br,
appliances. lyr lease
$300/mo 753-8096 after
$Pril

1992 16X80 3br, 2 bath
central h/a, stove, dis
hwasher, w/d hook-up.
$300/mo, $300 deposit, 2BR duplex, 1707 Ridgewplus lot rent. 753-2123.
ood Dr. $300/mo.
2BR mobile home,one mile 759-4406
from city limits. No pets. 28R duplex, available now.
$250/mo, $100 deposit. Appliances furnished, cen759-1799.
tral h/a, $350/mo. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
2BR, no pets 753-9866
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas. Walking distance to college. 753-5209.

Lab
he tab

19118 TOYOTA Caeca ST
red. ammo& 42.XU mass
woolen'condition $7 SOO
.2S6

19410 AUOI 5000 local Ger
sunroof. &Min stereo. al
Feather fuel iniection
$1 960 783-5096

9

1904

RON HALL

•

VIOUN lisad
ems
diem bear seldom Wm
burst erosion $17$
TO SAM

SEPTEMBER 26

-,.

A-1 STUMP REMOVAL
AND SPRAYING
Glen Joiner
436-2247

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES • CALENDARS
CAPS • JACKETS • TRUCK SIGNS

JHC Advertising & Supply
Rt. 2 Box 27 • Murray, KY 42071
(502)759-1002 or($OO)JHCAVAS(542-M7)
Helen Cain
James H. Cain
Toe feel Ise psis when you bay NO Coin'
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MURRAY LEDGER I TIMES

MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 20. 1994

1

•
Used
TjsIs

Swiss
Often/

1983 FORD Ranger truck
runs good 114.XXX miles,
$1800 4362528 Mark

AIR Conditioning Ron Hall
Heating Cooling and
Electric Co Service, unit
replacement and complete
onstaliton Uoensed pas in
stater Phone 435-4699

DRYWALL. tintsang,
pairs, additions and blowwig oalangs. 753-4761
EXPERIENCED drywall
hnoshang References availabet 436-2060.

ALL home rows sheet
rock finishing & ceilings
sprayed Over 30yrs exper
wince Small lobs welcome
Licensed & insured
474 8377

EXPERT panting- Residential I commercial, 25

I

I .

5.

IQISCHEVYSlOp?u 4sp
$2509 obo
trans
753-8525
1986 RANGER 4X4, red,
fuel infection. Up, needs
'repair. $1.250. 489-2663
1988 CHEVY Cheyenne
ou. 305 V-8, auto, air, pis,
ob, 79,XXX miles, excellent 1 owner truck
759-1588
1989 FORD 150 Larriet
5sp nice condition
753-5474
1992 ISUZU Rodeo, dark
blue, 5sp, 37 XXX miles,
$13,500 753-9244 or
753-3587 after 5pm

ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848

Campers
1969 AIRSTREAM 29f1
rear bath new interior, road
ready 753-0114
t20

BACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515.
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664.

Boats
& Motors
1 993 BOMBER, nice
oaded, ready for fall fish
ng, $7,500 436-2619

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems. R H.Nesbill, Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221.

Services
Offered
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling,
moving, clean-up, odd Jobs,
tree trimming, tree removal,
yard mowing, mulch hauling. Clean up sheet rock &
other building materials.
Free estimates Tim Lamb.
436-5744.
1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling, tree
trimming, tree removal, &
cleaning out sheds, attics,
odd lobs, & will haul &
spread mulch Free estimates 436-5744 Luke
Lamb
1 1 1 1 1 HAULING, tree
trimming, mulch & dirt hauling, clean out sheds &
bushhogging Free estiPaul Lamb
mates
436-2102
1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing,
trimming tree removal Joe
436- 2867
1 1 1 A all around mowing,
trimming hauling Mark
436-2528

years experience. No lob
too big or loo small. Free
estimates. D&J Painting
753-7040
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting. Free estimates. 18
years experience. Local references 753-2592.
JIM'S Garden Service.
Gardens- breaking, disking, tilling. Lawns- seeding
& fertilizing new or existing
Blade work & bush hogging Reasonable
rates. 753-3413.
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
new again with Formica. All
colors, free estimates.
Wultt's Recovery, Murray,
KY. 436-5560.
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
PAINTING interior & exterior. All types of home repair.
Free estimates. Call
436-5032 anytime.
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255.

BILL'S Window Cleaning. PRO Builders- concrete,
Residential/Commercial
753-5934
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran753-1134 or
teed
436-5832.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664.
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and service. Call Gary at
759-4754

Al, Al's hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing Free
estimates 759-1683

room additions, drywall,
roofing, vinyl siding, decks,
landscaping. 474-8411
Kirk.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates. Call
474-2307.
SEAL driveways/fill cracks.
Free estimates. 753-6223.
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co.
753-6433.
SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674 Stella, KY.
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman. 492-8742.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys- 'THE Gutter Co. Seamless
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, inHorace Sholar.
A 1 CARPENTRY WORK.
sured. Estimate available.
New construction, remod- DAVID'S Cleaning Set- 759-4690.
eling, porches decks Also vices.We specialize in vinyl
house plans drawn No Job siding, concrete driveways, VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
too small Call J&C Con- blacktop driveways, boats, Service Center, cleaningstruction 436-5398.
mobile homes Fully in- servicing $15: most repairs
sured & completely mobile. $35. Free estimates Route
A-1 carpenter for sheds,
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
759-4734
barns & porches. etc. PaintMon.-Fri.; 753-0530
ing roofs & siding Ask for D & D Lawn Care Free
Luke, 436-2102.
estimates 489-2296
560
Free
Column

-Need ExtraCash?
-Run a Classified.-

FREE FIREWOOD All you
can cut & haul from freshly
cut timber, 3 miles South of
Murray off Hwy 121 on
Locust Grove Rd. Call
759-1562 for appointment
with owner.

Dr. James Byrn
Announces The Association Of

Dr. David Jaco
-

MULCH FOR THE PLAYGROUND - Guy McKnight recently delivered
the first of several loads of mulch that McKnight and Sons Saw Mill
donated to the "Pennies for the Park" Project at Murray-Calloway County Park, sponsored by Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club. The
playground project should be completed soon.

HOROSCOPES
It ESD

• SFIrri•A1111.14 27. 1994
our personallied dail‘ icarie 1)1\011 liiui

date of birth. catl I-900-988-'7788. Your phone
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! EN THE share.

MAT YE AR OF YOt It I.!Ff.:
Shun casual romantic encounters
%% bile searching for a partner ss hut
shares Your Ii git ideals. Do 011011 to
a stable home life is a must! Kelaux ek could play a major role in a
financial success +ou entoyIII
December. Althoug.h business
propositions kk ill he plentiful early
in l995, onk a few ++ ill he %%twill
cimsidering. Your analytical no
enables ou to spot the weakness in
a lughlY touted plan. Speak up!
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actor Wilford Brimle + . American patriot Samuel
:1,1arns. 2olter Kaili Whim °rill.
actress S:ida
v Thompson. --ARIES I March 21 -April 19i: A
partner could fall victim to wishful
thinking now. It is up it) you to gel
things back on track. A gentle
approach will work better than criticism. Be sympathetic.
TAI:RI:S (April 2(I-Ma v 20t: A
legal matter can he settled in your
favor. Get Your facts and figures
straight helore you ask someone to
represent you. Your honesty. ++ ill
attract a soul mate. Do our own
dirt+ work.
GEMINI(N,Ia. 21 -June 201:
Launch a pet project today: luck is
on your side. Stick to so hat You
know best. A newcomer ma+ be-diflieu!! to read. \'‘'hy try? kely on
informatiOn and people you can
check out:CANCER (June 2I -July 221:
Not a good week to take Unnecessary risks. Refuse to become entail;lied in a friend •s craty schemes.
'Students would he smart to hit the
books this evening. Res iew hank
statements for possible errors.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your
mate or business partner w ill go
along with your suggestions toda+.
Show appreciation. Adventure beef.oils! Delegate household chores to
youngsters who want to learn and

°pc.

iirnp,iii

oil out i5
ou

0

ss ill hill

And The Formation Of The

Murray Vision Center

.\u.23-Sept. 221: Creati+e ideas ahound this week. Jot
them down tor luture reference.
Sell-impro+enient actiynies prose
niore fun than anticipated. Keep any
.. Ness•
diet and e\er,ase reN0111.111011,
trom your Lund\ will send your
spirits soaring.
1.114R.‘ (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Your
good deeds soill Milt L40 unrev,ardekt.
older person
rib
A romance so:1111
could he the real thing. Lea+ e nothing k) chance OO lick: a business deal
concerned. \leo Vt tbIless lielpIC

106 North 6th St. • Murray, Ky. • 753-2842

Support our local community

this CO
SCORPIO
Ol. t. 23-No+. 21
The eniphasis t(sla+ is on teamwork
and cooperation. Ness business V. ill
result from a group el tort. Seek
investment ads ice from the e
A former be could (I() a complete
ahout-face. Seek the limelight.
SAGITTARWS (Nos . 22-Dec.
211: Search for knowledge and You
will -find the truth. A business deal
shapes up according to plan. Take
advantage of a unique career oprkirlimit\
cv, financial options tiould
help a faintly situation. Perse+ ere.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Your timing is superb! .1 lastminute schedule change ++ ill work
in your favor. Romance is in the air.
Sc diplomac+ to settle any differences of opinion on the home front.
Suggest a compromise.
Jan. 20-1-eb. 18):
A work deadline requires your full
attention nt)++: Someone challenges
vou to make a dream come true.
'Your enthusiasm for a special pro-ject could he dampeneil by mimeone's CinimicnIs. Patience is 4....ssenhal tOr progress.
PISCES ( Feb. 19- \larch 201:
Others will be happy to make concessions if You! evplain your

Sta‘ alert! An old Iriend

or

SAFE • WARM. NATURAL
Burns twice as efficiently as wood
at only half the cost.
Available In Stock:

1511.11Rga...
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

el-

could hold the ke+ to a major
I inancial or Lareer triumph. Socialtic so fill Ilekk‘A.1111k:IN It imligilt.

ails

TODAI"S CHILDREN are full of high tins, and goo(1 ++ ill! Although
their impetuous manner sometimes lands diem iii trouble. these children
has e a real knack for talking themsels es out of tight:corners. Born salespeople. they. can persuade the most reluctant or'skeptical customer to give their
product a try. Both physically and emotional l+ resilient. these Libras bounce
back from disappointment with new determination. him romance. Me\ will be
attracted to those ++ ho pia hard-to-get.

208 E. Main
753-3361

c4Q

o\°

sZo

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
* K 84 2
87
* A KQJ 95
46 A
WEST
EAST
46 J 10 9 7 3
46 V A K4
V 10 96 32
•7 6 3
•84
+ Q6
46 J 108432
SOUTH
* A Q 65
IP Q.15
• 102

▪ K 97 5
The bidding:
North East
South West
1•
Pass
I 46
Pass
2+
2+
Pass
f'ass
3+
Pass
3 NT
Pass
4+
Pass
4+
Opening lead-king of hearts.
A hand once played by Pietro
Forquet,Italian star,illustrates the
theme that in bridge you never give
up. He reached four spades as shown
(playing the highly artificial Blue
Team Club System) and West led
the K-A and another heart.
Forquet won the heart with the
queen and, expecting no trouble'
whatsoever, cashed the ace of
trumps. When East showed out,the
entire picture changed. What had
seemed like an easy contract a mo-

CA5UFT [FLOCR CCWEENG

ment before now seemed impossible
to make.
But Forquet thought the matter
over and concluded he could still
make four spades if West had three
diamonds in addition to the five
spades and three hearts he had already shown up with. Accordingly,
Forquet led a club to the ace and
continued with the A-K-Q of diamonds,ruffing the queenefter East
showed out.
He then cashed the kintofclubs,
producing this position:
North
•K 8 4

Brand name, 1st quality CARPETS by: Salem, Philadelphia,
Aladdin, Ciboney Mills & many more. VINYL, TILE and HARDFree
WOOD by: Bruce, Tarkett & Mannington.
Estimates
WO(
Over 25 Years Installation Experience • Vie Stand Behind Our
Mu•ily

Sales & Installation • 753-7728
641 S. 'Ph Mi. to Tom Taylor Rd., right 1500 ft.

Torn Taylor Rd
0
K 4.014
Niati, KY

•J
West
46 J 10 9 7

East

Immaterial
South
•Q 6
+97
Forquet led a club and West,
who seemed to have two sure trump
tricks, suddenly found he had only
one.
Westcould not afford to ruff with
the seven, which declarer would
overruff with the eight, so he ruffed
with the nine. Forquet found the
correct counter to this when he discarded the jack of diamonds from
dummy. It now did not matter
whether West returned the jack,ten
or seven - whichever card West
chose, Forquet was sure to score the
rest of the tricks.

Ask about our other great rates
on 18, 24, & 36 month CDs!

95 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE LIMITED
Leather, trailer towing
package, trac-lock tilt,
cruise, full power including seats, Infinity sound

Cafe
,4 Green p.Arse
tN.0

system, gold wheels ect Pure Luxury.. You Can Afford

Hours: Sun. & Mon. 5:30-2: Tue.-Thur. 5:30-7; Fri. & Sat. 5:30-8
Hwy.94E across from 'Happy Holidays"• 1'/2 mile,from Murray • 759-9030

•-

"

Savings Bank
Member FDIC
1201 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky

759-1630

II

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
•Chargrill Burgers & Steaks. Fish. Chicken, Pork Chops
*Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials *Take Outs Available

44 REPUBLIC

Cain's°
CHRYSLER•PLYAfOLITH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
753-6448
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray

Open 6 days a week, Saturdays 9 - 12!
Substantial interest penalty for early withdrawal S500 minimum deposit
5.500, annual percentage yield-APY (5.39°. interest rate) offered as of 9-7-94.
Affiliated with the Kentucky owned statewide Republic group of banks
Bagdad•Benton•Bowling Green•Elizabethtown•Frankfort•Lexington
Louisyille•Mayfield•Murray•Owensboro•Paducah•Shelbyyille

4

4
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TODAY IN HISTORY

1
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LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday,'Sept. 26. the 269th day of 1994. There are 96
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 26, 1789, Thomas Jefferson was appointed America's first
Secretary of State, John Jay the first chief justice of the United States,
Samuel Osgood the first Postmaster-General and Edmund Jennings
Randolph the first Attorney General.
On this date:
In 1777, British troops occupied Philadelphia during the American
Revolution.
In 1892, John Philip Sousa and his newly formed band performed
publicly for the first time, at the Stillman Music Hall in Plainfield,
N.J.
In 1914, the Federal Trade Commission was established.
In 1918, the Meuse-Argonne offensive against the Germans began
during World War I.
In 1950, United Nations troops in the Korean Conflict recaptured
the South Korean capital of Seoul from the North Koreans.
In 1952, philosopher George Santayana died in Rome at age 88.
In 1957, the musical "West Side Story" opened on Broadway.
In 1960, the first of four televised debates between presidential candidates Richard M. Nixon and John F. Kennedy took place in
Chicago.
In 1969, the family comedy series "The Brady Bunch" premiered
on ABC.
Ten years ago: Britain and China initialed a draft agreement on thefuture of Hong Kong once the British colony reverts to Chinese rule
in 1997.
Five years ago: Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze
accepted President Bush's call for deep cuts in U.S. and Soviet chemical weapon stockpiles in a speech to the U.N. General Assembly. Former housing secretary Samuel R. Pierce Jr. reftsed to answer questions from a House panel investigating scandals involving HUD.
One year ago: Eight people emerged from the glass dome of Biosphere 2 in the Arizona desert after being sealed inside for two years
in an experiment dogged by setbacks and controversy.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Julie London is 68. Actor Kent McCord
is 52. Singer Lynn Anderson is 47. Singer Olivia Newton-John is 46.
Actress Melissa Sue Anderson is 32.
Thought for Today: "To be wildly enthusiastic, or deadly serious
— both arc wrong. Both pass. One must keep ever present a sense of
humour." — •Katherine Mansfield, New Zealand-born author
; 1888-1923).

Ten years ago

Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, noted
historian and Murray State University alumnus, spoke at the
annual Foiniders Day event at
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
Murray State University, on Sept.
24.
The home owned by John Rue
near Coldwater was destroyed by

fire the morning of Sept. 25.
A husband and wife medical
team, Murray's first since Drs.
Will and Ora Mason, will join the
staff of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital on Oct. 1. They are Dr.
Robert C. (Bob) Hughes, family
practitioner, and Dr. Joyce F.
Hughes, pediatrician.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. John Young Jr.
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Manning, Sept. 13; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Nelson Gardner, Sept.
19.

Twenty years ago
Pictured are members of Callow,y County Board of Education.
They are Lubie Parrish, chairman, Calvin Key, Robert Ross,
Ferrell Miller and Bill Stubblefield with William B. Miller,
superintendent of Calloway
County Schools.
Contributions are being
accepted by Murray State University Alumni Association for a
scholarship fund in memory of
Dr. Walter E. Blackburn who
died Sept. 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Luck Burt will be
married 50 years on Sept. 27.
In football games, Murray
High School Tigers lost to Mayfield High School Cardinals, and
Murray State University Racers
beat Morehead State.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and MRs. Ronnie Alderdice,
Sept. 13.

Thirty years ago

Murray -Calloway County
Industrial Foundation has purchased a tract of land on Highway 121 within the city limits
which will be used as an industrial park. The 30-acre tract was
purchased from the property of
Mrs. Vac Hart.
Charter Members Dewey Ragsdale and Bryan Tolley are pictured holding the charter of Murray Lions Club at the 25th
anniversary meeting at Student
Union Building, Murray State
College, on Sept. 22. Also pictured are Finis Davis, past president of Lions International and
guest speaker, Rob Ray, club
president, and Dr. Ellis M. Day,
district governor of Lions
International.
Airman Third Class James C.
Williams Jr., has graduated with
honors from a technical training

course for U.S. Air Force Inventory Specialists at Amarillo Air
Force Best, Texas.
Forty years ago
Darrell Lockhart, David Reed
and Red Overbey have enlisted in
the United States Air Force. They
are now taking basic training at
San Antonio, Texas.
Kirksey High School Chapter
of Future Farmers of America
won most points in Green Tobacco Division of Kentucky State
Fair. Pictured with their trophy
are R. Eugene Robertson, Edgar
Doores and Billy Smith with
Harvey Ellis vocational teacher.
Ray Dunn of Hazel High School
Chapter of FFA won top honors
in Dairy Judging.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bazzell. Sept.
14.
Walter and Porter Hutchens
have purchased Farmers Cafe.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: I'm a faithful Dear
Abby reader and usually agree with
your answers, but your response to
the feminist who complained about
men treating her to drinks in bars
and then behaving as if they -expected "something" in return upset me.
You said that if she really wanted to
promote equality between the sexes.
the next time she struck up a conversation with a guy in a bar, she
should buy the drinks. Then she
wouldn't owe him anything!
Since when does accepting a couple of drinks in a bar create a debt
possibly to be repaid in prostitution? You were off base with the
feminist, who rightly assumed that
the gift of a couple of drinks was

politely discharged by the pleasurt
of her company.
When women earn a dollar fin
every dollar men make. I'll advocate
going dutch on every outing. In the
meantime. I say that dates — even
those encountered in bars, and this
goes for either gender — owe the
purchaser nothing except a sincere
thank-you.
In a survey a few years ago,
young men were asked whether
they thought they could expect sex
if they spent money on their dates.
The more they spent, the more likely they were to say that sex was
expected! To go along with that,
which you imply you do by agreeing
that the only way she wouldn't

"owe'' him something would be to
buy her own drinks, is to say that
dating is a form of prostitution.
Please reconsider your answer.
PAT YEARGIN,
ATLANTA FEMINIST

DEAR PAT: Prostitution?
Isn't that a rather broad, presumptuous interpretation?
"Buying a drink" is a unilateral
gesture of friendliness — not
prepayment for sexual favors.
* * *
DEAR ABBY: I'm another one of
those wives who were married to
"ice men." I was married for 30
years to a man who never needed

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

OAGW000,YOU WERE GREAT
THIS MORNING,GREAT WORK,
BUT YOU ALSO CONFUSE
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By GARY LARSON

YOU'RE BRILLIANT THEN
YOU'RE DUMB.. YOU'RE
SMART', THEN SUDDENLY
YOU'RE A
DIMBULB...
YOU RUN
HOT AND
"COLD

sex — ever — not even on our honeymoon. I ask myself now how I
could have been so naive, but he.
too, was always home on time and
never had any unexplained
absences. To our families 4his and
minei, and the few friends we had,
he appeared to be the perfect. loving
husband.
When he asked for a divorce, I
begged him to tell me why. I got no
reply. It wasn't until 15 years after
our divorce that I was told by someone he had worked with that he had
used- prostitutes all the time we
were married. All he pieces of the
puzzle that never made sense to me
before began to come together.
Abby. I thought I was marrying
a good Christian man. He had been
a dutiful churchgoing man. Little
did I know that his daily "lunch
hours" were spent with prostitutes.
I could go on and on. there is so
much more; but I hope that this letter, along with the others you have
already printed, will help to wake
up some very naive wives.
Please do not use my initials or
location. Just call me ...
NAIVE NO MORE
* * *

DEAR HEADERS: Attributed
to Sir Winston Churchill (18741965):"I have always had a curious nature;I enjoy learning, but
I dislike being taught."

f
CALVIN and HOBBES
LOoK,1-1013SES, I CUT A
OF CARDBoARD TO
MAKE A TV Sc.R.EEN.

SEE, I JUST WOO IT VP
AND ITS LAKE I'M ON TY

PIECE

WOW, YOUR
TOO BAD I
OWN 51-10W! CANT REM.1.4
FORCE 1411 WA1
INTO yttLIJONS
OF PEoPIE'S
AoME.S EA0-1
0A1

DR. GOTT

But oN T1-lE 01140.. NAND,
NO oNE. IN ruts HOME
CAN TURN
ME oFF.,

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.

Ak.
"One day. Wilson. Ill be sitting at that desk.'

k

411101

9.26

CATHY
WHAT HAPPENED
r
TO ALL THE NEW i
FALL CLOTHES
'Ott WENT TO
&PI, CATH4?
\An'
e,..
A

I REFUSE -7
RE5ECT THE SUPERFICIAL C7- IN OTHER WORDS, SHE
DICTATES OF THE FASHION
TO BE A
BOUGHT EVER4THING A SIZE
WORLD, AND AM NOT GOING
FASHION
TOO SMALL AND HAS TO LOSE
tEmr01(ti& To LOSTE PAY HARD-EARNED SEVEN POUNDS BEFORE SHE.
CHARLENE , 1ONE4 ON SOME SCRAIAN
CAN WEAR ANY OF IT.
moOE.L.5 IDEA Of "CMG"!
,

4taV.,
210 MB 7

Is

HICH
fAORE ANNOYING
I ...THAT MEN NEUER UNDER.STAND ME, OR THAT WOMEN
ALWAV5 Do?

CROSSWORDS

ventional
41 Pot-au- —
Answer to Previous Puzzle
42 Eye infection
43 Et cetera
KENYA KAN
YUL
(abbr.)
ITHMT
ATE
ONE
44 Gaelic
KRANTZ
BOVINE
45 Sun god
ERE KEELS
47 Facilitate
49 Robinson —
ISLE AL ETAPE
53 Fragile
DES ISAK OSAR
57 Indian weight
58 River in Africa AM PROXIES GE
FOND SAC
60 Secret agent HULA
61 Playing card
OPENS ND GENT
62 Wear away
ETHOS YES
63 Bind

ACROSS
*1-7-'"7•4\

y
,

.1 Vessel's
curved plank
4 Country of
Asia
9 Brooklyn
ending
12 — Na Na
13 Elephant's
tusk
14 Diocese
15 Thriller writer
— Leonard
17 Chnstian
festival
19 Weary
21 Greeting
22 Try
25 Depot (abbr.)
27 Hawaiian
goose
31 Mr. Onassis
32 Race-track
employee
34 Regarding
35 Mauna —
36 ''— Kapital"
37 Road (abbr.)
38 Uncon-

•

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

O.'

GARFIELD

1

AAAGHH
Smrt

SM'"

2

3

KERSEY TSETSE
OPE EERIE ORS
AID TRIER TOT

DOWN
1 Opp. of NNW
2 Sports league
(abbr.)
3 Sweet potato
4 — Te Kanawa
5 Exaggerate
6 Artificial
language
7 Before
8 Indian nurse
9 Believer in
(suffix
1E6

4

l mil

9-266 1994 United Fea ore Syndicate
10 Golf mound
11 Without end
(poet)
16 Baseball
player Mel —
18 Trigiznometry
ratios
20 Greek letter

11i10
in i 11imu
7

II

COUGH

P.
INHALED

AN ENTIRE
MONARCH
BUTTERFLY

ll

111111111
dUUUUUU -1111
dUUUUU ill
Illuuuuuuiluu

gi

PEANUTS

posit
9-7-94
nks
on

5AY5
T14AT A BORDER '
—
COLLIE. CAN
MERE) 300
Vi
..LIEEP AT
A TIME..

43

44mum
45

PE5

I WONDER HOW
TI4EY PO IT_

6

mu

FALL
IN!

•

ill '
4 if
58

il

II

54

1111

id
60
iiuuuuiluu

22 Weight
allowances
23 Build
24 Yes. in Spain
26 Gave up
throne
28 Printer's
measure
29 Nostrils
Provide
30
32 Offspring
33 100.000
rupees
35 Sly, sidelong
looks
39 Baseballer —
Young
40 Map abbr
41 French
(abbr.)
-44 Poetic - - contraction
46 First-rate
(2 was.)
4t3 Withered
49 La. time
50 Female ruff
51 Large vase
52 Goddess of
healing
54 Aug. time
55 Slender finial
56 Grain
59 Proceed

DEAR DR. GOTT: Please provide
information on abdominal aneurysms.
. DEAR READER: As we age. the linings of our arteries lose their elasticity and strength, sometimes leading to
a ballooning out of.a weak portion of
an artery (aneurysm). Often associated with hypertension (which accentuates stretching of the arterial wall),
these aneurysms are not a hazard to
health — unless the arterial wall
stretches to the point where leakage
of blood or actual rupture take place.
The severity of the arterial bulge
(and its progression) can be monitored by X-rays or ultrasound examinations. When, and if, the aneurysm
reaches a critical size, which depends
on the diameter of the artery itself,
the weakened portion must be surgically removed and a nylon prosthesis
put in its place.
In general, an abdominal aneurysm
is a bulge somewhere in the aorta as
it passes from the chest to the legs.
This usually produces no symptoms,
can be felt by a physician during an
examination, and is confirmed by an
ultrasound test. Ordinarily, this situation can, as I mentioned, be periodically monitored; an operation is
required only if the aneurysm
enlarges..
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "An Informed Approach to
Surgery." Other readers who would
like a copy should send 12 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2433, New York, NY 10163.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have only one
kidney and love green olives. I eat
them by the jar-Ml. Am I overworking
my kidney?
DEAR READER: Depending on your
age and general state of health, you
can lead a normal, active and productive life with only one kidney. As is her
way, Mother Nature provides us with
ample tissue, so that loss of a paired
organ is not a catastrophe. To my
knowledge, green olives in moderation
should not adversely affect your kidney.
I would,- however, caution you about
consuming excess salt, a practice that
.Js common in_ the United States..An
overabundance of dietary salt may
stress the kidney(s), because these
organs are designed to excrete salt
that is unused during metabolism. I
suppose that eating olives is like anything else in this world: Moderation is
the key. You're clearly consuming too
many olives.
1994 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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DEATHS
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Mrs. Vera Morris Yarbrough

Ms. Betty DeLong
Ms. Betty DeLong, 77, South 16th Street, Murray, died today at
7:10 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Born April 14, 1917, in Ohio, she was the daughter of the late
Grover DeLong and Wilda Orders DeLong. One sister, Arlene Marie
Molter, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Patricia Piscitelli and husband, Nat, Los Alamitos, Calif.; two sons, Jerry Jinks and wife, Peggy, Kendall Park, N.J., and Steven DeLong, Marietta, Ga.; special
friend, Cy Morgan, Murray; six grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Lerlie Vinson
Mrs. Lerhe Vinson, 80, Rt. 4, Murray, died Sunday at 3:55 a.m. at
Haws Memorial Nursing Home, Fulton.
Her husband, Arthur Vinson, died June 25, 1985. Born July 5,
1914, in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late
timothy Hicks and Ada Frances Compton Hicks.
Mrs. Vinson was a member of Locust Grove Baptist Church.
Survivors include one son, Charles Vinson and wife, Gale, Murray;
.)rie brother, John Hicks, Anaheim, Calif.; one grandson, Todd Vinson,
usca loose, Ala.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock(oleman Funeral Home. The Rev. David Smith will officiate. Burial
ill follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
, Monday).

Mrs. Lula Dell Roberts

•

Mrs. Lula Dell Roberts, 79, Rt. 4, Murray, died Sunday at 6:35 a.m.
.11 Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Her husband, Lindsey Roberts, and one sister, Mrs. Elreta Carr, pre,eded her in death. Both June 2, 1915, in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late Robert H. (Rob) Lamb and Mary Ann Gibbs
lamb.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Charlotte Grogan and hushand, Paul. Rt. 4, Murray, and Mrs. Linda Lou Blakley and husband,
Henry, Rt. 4, Murray; one brother, Charles Lamb and wife, Sue, Murray; four grandchildren, Paul Grogan Jr., Murfreesboro, Tenn., Shelia
Hart and husband, Donnie, and Sharon Kay Blakley, Rt. 4, Murray,
and Ann Stone and husband, Danny, Rt. t, Murray; five greati:randchildren, Alicia, Amanda and Lee Hart and Chase and Brandon
Stone.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m, in the chapel of J.H. Chur,hill Funeral Home. John Dale and Garry Evans will officiate. Burial
ill follow in Green Plain Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
F‘pressions of sympathy may be made to W.A.T.C.H., 702 Main
St Murray.

- Mrs. Nola Pearl McWaters Jones
Mrs. Nola Pearl McWaters Jones, 89, Shady Lawn Nursing Home,
.1,1i/, died Sunday at 3:15 a.m. at Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
Her husband, Ralph Tyalor Jones, died in 1962, and one daughter,
Mrs. Lois Gullebeau, died in 1964. One sister, Mrs. Lula Gentry, also
prL.,:eded her in death. Born Sept. 20, 1905, in Trigg County, she was
the daughter of the late Calvin MCWaters and Minnie Fennell McWat,‘rs. She was of Baptist faith.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Leta Gray, Erin, Tenn.,
Mrs. Mary Dobbins, Hopkinsville, and Mrs. Ernestine Hendricks,
Murray; three sons, Morris Jones, Trigg County, Lyndell Jones, Cadiz,
and Donnie Jones, Hopkinsville; two sisters, Mrs. Reba Dodds, Memphis, Tenn., and Ms. Monico McWaters, Metropolis, Ill.; two brothers,
Haydon and Gaylon McWaters, Metropolis; 22 grandchildren; 29
:.:reat-grandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funer.il Home, Cadiz. The Rev7Grandville Courtney and the Rev. Irvin
Darnall will officiate. Music will be hy Carolyn Stallons and Suzanne
Henry, singers, with Ms. Stallons as organist. Burial will follow in
Lawrence Cemetery in Trigg County.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Nomye A. Farmer
Mrs. Nomyc A. Farmer, 94, Memphis, Tenn., formerly of Murray,
Wed Sunday at 8:30 a.m. at St. Francis Hospital, Memphis.
A former member of First United Methodist Church, Murray, she
now a member of Aldersgate United Methodist Church, Memphis.
Her husband, Aubrey Farmer, one sister, Sadie Nell Brandon, and
lour brothers, Owen, Nollie, Early and Jewell Brandon preceded her
in death. Born May 13, 1900, at Hazel, she was the daughter of the
;ate Henry Elmus Brandon and Leona Adams Brandon.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Aleda Farmer Kelly and hushand, Troy, Memphis; one brother, Henry E. Brandon, Princeton; two
4randchildren, Mike Kelly, Memphis, and Patricia Hendren, Batesville, Miss.; two great-grandchildren, Rachel Forester and John Aubrey
Hendren; one niece, Mary Ann Wolfe, Louisville; two nephews, Max
Brandon and wife, Barbara, Murray, and Ronnie Brandon and wife,
tie. Millington, Tenn..
Services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. Walter Mischke Jr. will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from noon until the funeral
hour on Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Aldersgate United
Methodist Church, 4459 Willow Rd., Memphis, TN 38117 or First
1;nited Methodist Church, Murray.

Funeral rites for Mrs. Vera Morris Yarbrough will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Dr. Jerry Jeffords will officiate. Mrs. Joan Bowker will be organist. Burial will
follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
t,Monday).
Mrs. Yarbrough, 76, Greensboro, N.C., formerly of Murray, died
Friday at 5:20 p.m. at Moses H. Cone Hospital, Greensboro. Her husband, Chester Yarbrough, died Feb. 19, 1982.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Joyce Y. Thee and husband,
Lawrence, Greensboro, and Mrs. Marilyn Y. Davis and husband,
Robert, Oliver Springs, Tenn.; four sisters, Mrs. Lois Curd, Murray,
Mrs. Carrie Perry and husband, Harold, Henry, Tenn., Mrs. Evelyn
Haywood and husband, Hargis, Mayfield, and Mrs. Vida Bucy, King
of Prussia, Pa.; three brothers, Brent Morris and wife, Oneda, Murray,
Hafford Morris and wife, Linda, Kirksey, and Edward Morris and
wife, Eva, Paris, Tenn.; four grandchildren, Evan Edward Thee, Laura
Kathleen Thee, Angela Christine Davis and Melissa Suzanne Davis.
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Designed to tit your business
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502-753-8085 1-800-458-3993
104 S 13th St Murray. KY
Affiliated with Bill's Upholstery

Holland Motor Sales
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Miss Emily Jane Fowler

Gospel Meetin

Miss Emily Jane Fowler, 19, of 602 Blanton St., Paris, Tenn., died
Saturday evening in the Emergency Room of Henry County Medical
Center, Paris. Reports are her death was from respiratory failure due
to an allergic reaction.
A 1994 graduate of Henry County High School, she was attending
Murray State University. She worked for William R. Flowers Jr. and
attended First Baptist Church, Paris. She was born June 30, 1975, in
Henry County, Tenn.
Survivors include her father, Randy Fowler and wife, Gail, Cookeville, Tenn.; her mother, Mrs. Janie Mobley Fowler, Paris; her fiance,
Kevin Kennedy, Puryear, Tenn., to whom she was to have been married on Oct. 15, 1994; one brother, Bo Fowler, Murray; grandparents,
Dr. Joe and Carolyn Mobley, Paris, Tenn., and James 0. Fowler,
Atwood, Tenn.; three aunts; two uncles; several cousins. One grandmother, Mrs. Margie Dean Fowler, preceded her in death.
The funeral will be Tuesday at noon in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris,. Dr. Michael T. Boley will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Shane Weaver, Jeff Gean, Joe Mobley III, Chad
Kennedy, Billy Pugh, James Bevill, Jeremy Fowler and Frankie Hosford. Burial will follow in Hillcrest Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 3 to 8 p.m. today
Monday).
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John Hoover
of Spring Creek. KY
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Union Hill
Church of Christ
840 Union Hill Rd., Benton, KY

LIGHTEN UP. I 19V Ak..a.
I Get Your FREE
I Full S inal Examination!
High-fat, high-cholesterol foods can
leave you with a heavy heart.

(NO OBLIGATION - NO[HMG TO PAY)

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
9 Numb Hands
5 Dizziness
1. Low Back- Pain

American Heart
Association,.

13 Numb Fingers
14 Hip Pain
10 Bursitis
6 Sore Elbows
15 Tight Muscles
11 Pain down Legs
7 Neck Pain
16 Aching Feet
12 Muscle Spasms
8 Indigestion
FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your
aches and pains. This examinabon normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a
chiropracbc orthopedic test, a chiropracbc neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a musde
strengthness test, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke
'992 Ar",er,car,Hea/Associat.on

2 Headaches
3 Shoulder Pain
4 Arthritis

HOG MARKET
Federal Slate Market News Service Sept. 26, 1994
Kentucky Purchase Area flog Markel Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 114 Est. 200 Barrows
Gilts.15-.50lower Sows under 525 steady.50 higher over
525 steady 1.00 lower
LS 1-2 230-250 lbs.---531.50-32.25
US 1-2 210-234 lbs._________-__
528.50-31.00
IS 2-3 230-260 lbs..531.00-31.50
US 3-4 260-1770 lbs.S30.00-31.00
Sous
US 1.2 270-350 Ite:_
S'1.00-22'.00
US 1.3 300.400 lb.._.....-------....
522.00.22.50
IS 1-3 400.525 lbs...
522.50-23.00
LS 1.3 525 and up lbs.
.525.00-28.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs._
519.00-21.00
Boars 516.00.20.00

DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU: THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY. CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES.EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT
PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEWHICis
MENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

Dr Dennis L Heskett, D C
I
enttre exarrtnatInn is FREE
If you want more care and treatmect
wr de, a!! the papegwoic
1 IIIS

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER 759-1116
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Grow With Us

Stock Market Report
Doss Jones Ind. Asg. • 10.09
3831.75 Prices As
MIA Presious Close
461/4
Air Products
K-Mart
AT&T
54 .'is K U Energy
561/..
Bell South
Kroger
Briggs & Stratton........,.71 1/s
L(,& E
Bristol Myers Squibb ....571/1. 1/s Mattel
433/411 45A 11cDonalds
CDT Corp. Ky.*
433/4. 1/5 Merck
Chrysler
30'4
Dean Foods
IC. Penney
Exxon
58. 1/1 Peoples First
26'.•• Quaker-01W "
Ford Motor
491/s
General Electric
Schering-Plough
General Motors
4674. 1/4 Sears
413/..
-"f• Goodrich
Texaco
311/8
'Goodyear
Time Warner
611v's 1/1 CST
1 B M
Ingersoll Rand............ 34s/s ifs Wal.Mart
11101ard Lyons Is a market make In this stock

•

Of 9 a.m.
171/4 •••
261/4 .
251/4
371/s + 1/4
26'is • 1/s
27.2/e
345/s
501/2
21 1/413 231/4A
77
587/s. 1/s
47sis
603/4. 1/.
3634
III

23/4 + its

ONG price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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